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Iran Is Moving Closer
To Civilian Form Of Rule
By THOMAS KENT
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Iran moved
another step toward the return of
civilian government today, and the
prospective prime minister said Shah
MohatruRad Reza Pahlavi has agreed
to name a regency council and leave the
country for a rest.
Both houses of Parliament recommended that the shah appoint Shahpour
Bakhtiar, the 62-year-old oppositipn
politician whom the embattled ruler
-asked last week to try to form a
government that might be able to end
the nationwide crisis threatening . his
throne.
The vote in the Senate was
unanimous, but a spokesman said
several members of the Majlis, the
lower house, spoke and voted against
Bakhtiar. Informed sources said the
dissident deputies were offended by his
statement in a TV speech Monday that
Iran had been suffering from corrupt
government for 25 years.
Bahktiar was expected to announced
his cabinet lineup on Thursday.
The parliamentary formalities were
set in motion after Bakhtiar, former
deputy chief of the anti-shah National
Front, informed the 59-year-old
monarch he had lined up a cabinet to

Murray Man
Charged With
Five Break-ins
Authorithersay a Murray man faces
up to five counts of first degree
burglary in connection with a series of
break-in incidents recently.
Murray Police have arrested and
charged Terry Mason Churchill, 19, 77
Riviera Courts, Murray, with five
counts of burglary — three related to
mobile home break-ins and two in
connection with burglaries at Murray
State University.
Murray Police arrested him during
the weekend.
According to Calloway County
Attorney Max Parker, another man
may be charged in connection with the
burglaries.

replace the two-month-old military
holy city of Mashhad, and that rioters
government headed by Gen. Gholamthere burned down a policeman's house
Reza Azhari, the army commander.
during the night and killed him.
Baktitiar told a French TV inteviewer
However, progress was reported
Tuesday that the shah has "agreed to
toward a deal to get striking oil workers
take a trip abroad, to take a rest and to
to rroduce enough for domestic needs.
name a regency council" to exercise
Sources said a package being worked
the royal powers. But he did not say
out includes release of some prisoners,
when the shah would leave
the return of homes seized from
The shah won Bakhtiar away from
striking oil workers, back pay covering
other opposition leaders demanding his
the duration of the VS-month-old
abdication by agreeing to give up much
stoppage and a commitment to cut off
of his power, although how much has
oil exports to Israel and South Africa
not been announced. Meanwhile, the
for their support of the shah.
other political and religious leaders of
The exodus of foreigners from the
the nationwide opposition`Ito the
country continued, and a backlog built
monarch continue to demand his ouster
up by several days of strikes at the
and denounce Bakhtiar as a traitor to
Tehran airport was clearing up.
their movement.
Hundreds left by scheduled, charter
The state radio reported antishah
and government planes Tuesday after
demonstrations today in seven cities,
the military took over operations at tht;
including a march by 1,000 children
--7-aireert•
Hajikurd, northwest of Tehran. It also
Two 75-seat Canadian air force
said a 16-year-old boy blew himself up
transports arrived from Turkey to
with a homemade bomb in the riot-torn
begin taki4 out Canadians and some
other foreigners.

U.$. Urges
Shah To Leave
War-Torn Iran
LOS ANGELES (AP) — In a major
policy shift, the United States is encouraging the Shah of Iran to at least
temporarily leave his strife-torn
country while a civilian government is
formed in an effort to end the turmoil,
the Los Angeles Times said today.
While there has been no public'
change in the US. policy of support for.
the shah, American officials havethrown their weight behind an attempt
by an opposition leader, Dr. Shahpour
Bakhtiar, to form a civilian government, the paper said. It quoted unnamed sources.
The Times'story from Tehran by Joe
Alex Morris said U.S. officials in
Washington have repeatedly raised the
issue of a "vacation" in talks with the
shah.
In Washington, White House
spokesman Jody Powell told reporters
the shah "would always be welcome in
this country" if he decides to leave
Iran.

SW-WING IN - The three Murray Independent Sihool System Board members who were recently re-elected to
four-year terms were sworn in Tuesday by Sheila Shaw, secretary in the superintendent's office. The board members are, left to right, Don Henry, Tom Rushing and Bill Adams Jr. Because of the illness of one of the board members, the board decided to postpone election of officers until its Jan. 11 meeting.
Staff Photo Ity Debbie N lee

Normal Weather Returns To Kentucky*
There's Only One Word For It COLD!
By The Associated Press
The weather word across Kentucky
today was one that has become Commonplace across the Commonwealth in
-recent years — cold. .Temperatures ranged from near zero
to a few degress above zero early today
as the state continued to feel the frigid
effects of a massive cold front that
moved through country's midsection on
Tuesday. That front was reported off
the Atlantic Coast early today, but little
relief from the cold is in sight.
The National Weather Service office
in Louisville said that only Nht
warming is forecast through The
weekend, with a chance of snow flurries
Saturday and Sunday. Highs today
were not expected to break into the 20s
in most areas of the state.
Kentuckians who suffered through
bitter winters the past two years
shouldn't think the recent bout of cold
weather is abnormal, according to a
NWS spokesman.
You have to remember that we've

FIREFIGHTERS BUSY — Both
volunteer firefighters with Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad and
regular personnel with Murray Fire
Department stayed busy Tuesday
afternoon and early today with calls.
In the picture to the left, a Murray.
Fire Department firefighter is
shown trying to locate a blaze in the
Riviera Courts mobile home of Jesse
Darnell which caught on fire about
1:10 p.m. Tuesday. Firefighters had
to extinguish the blaze, located
around the water beater, twice. The
mobile home sustained smoke and
water damage.ln the photo below,
volunteers are shown extinguishing
a fire around a fireplace at the home
of Bill G. Adams, located near Lynn
Grove. According to a spokesman,
the home sustained water damage
on the inside and some structure
damage on the outside. Firefighters
responded to that blaze at about 6:30
p.m. Tuesday.
Photo Below By Maier Made

been above normal for so long, that now
when it gets back to normal, we're not
prepared for it," the-spokesman said.
On the first of January, we were seven
degrees above normal, and on the
second we were 16 below normal."
Incidentally, the early morning low of
6 at the_NWS office in Louisville was
nowhere near the record minus 10 set
exactly 100 years ago.
Kentucky State Police headquarters
in Frankfort reported that the cold
weather was the apparent cause for a

marked reduction in traffic on the
state's highways. Few accidents were
reported during the early hours today,
and none involved serious injuries.
There were no reports of power
outtages.
State police posts around the state
reported that highways in the eastern
half of the state were slick, with
western Kentucky roadways said to be
slick in spots.
Frankfort, where state workers took
a day off Tuesday,received a blanket of

snow in the early ho* .bat weather
service forecasted 'Said that accumulation would be minimal. -- •
Police said that salt créWi were
distatchgr shortl3, after rhithilght iñ
Franklin and Fayette counties to work
on icy highways.
.
"I donlinow how
-A Is in the rest of
the state this morning, but central
Kentuckyis just as bad today as it was
yesterday (Tuesday)," a state police
spokesman ip Frankfort said.

Kentucky Legislature Apparently,
Win-BecomeIndependent
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Legislature, which has been
crying for independence all these
years, apparently will obtain it by
forfeit in the special session which
begins Monday.
The session has been called by U.
Gov. Thelma Stovall, a Democratic
candidate for governor this year.
Although she listed six items ranging
from tax relief to changes in fines and
fees, she has insisted that the assembly
work out the details.
Gov. Julian Carroll, whose brief
absence from the state last November
enabled Mrs. Stovall to call the session,
has added 14 subjects, but also has
remained on the sidelines.
His implied attitude is that since he
did not summon the lawmakers, he is
not responsible for offering or pushing
programs.
That leaves the next move squarely
up to the legislative leadership, which,
except for Mrs. Stovall as Senate
president, has been practically handpicked by the administration.
skeptical
Consequently,
the
assumption is that assembly chieftans

will work closely with Cáñ'olIli, thwart
or embarrass Mrs. Stovall so that she
does not accrue political dividends
from her tax-cutting posture.
This is not necessarily so.
For example, Senate President Pro
Tern Joe Prather, 11)-Vine Grove, while
a Carroll ally, also is running for
lieutenant governor and wants to win
favor with voters.
A knee-jerk denunciation of Mrs.
Stovall is hardly the way to do that, and
Prather is not so inclined anyway.
In the House, where all revenue bill;
must originate, the big gun is House
Speaker William Kenton, D-Lexington.
Kenton may have further political
ambitions — for example, Congress in
1980 — and also can be expected to
avoid alienating constitutents.
That probably means going along
with at least some of the lieutenant
governor's proposals, such as a semifreeze on state property taxes and mild
state income tax relief, if not her
proposed elimination of the five-cent
state sales tax on home utilities.
Furthermore, the waning power of a
governor in the year he leaves office
must be recognized. The truth is that
the state administration has only

'I'll Run Penitentiary,

Not Cons,'Sowders Says
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (AP) The new
superintendent of the Kentucky State
Penitentiary is scheduled to assume his
duties today and says he, not the
prisoners, will "run" the maximum
security institution.
Dewey Sowders, who had been
superintendent of the Kentucky State
Reformatory at LaGrange, was named
by state Corrections Commissioner Dr.
David Bland last week as the
replacement for Donald Bordenkircher
as prison warden. Bordenkircher had
held the job since Aug. 24, 1976.
"I don't see any changes coming at
the penitentiary." Sowders said in a
weekevid interview with The Paducah
Sun."It is a maximum security prison,
and I think Bordenkircher has done a
good job."
Sowders said he plans no changes in
staff or programs, and he said he
believes the Eddyville institution has a
"good staff."
"rm going to get a briefing from Don
for a couple of days after I arrive
Wednesday," said Sowders.
He said Flordenkircher plans to take
some accumulated vacatton ttme
before his resignation becomes ef-

fective Jan. 15. Bordenkircher then':
plans to work on behalf of Democratic
lieutenant governor candidate Richard
Lewis of Benton. Bordenkircher and his
wife also will open a private `eecurity
consulting firm, probably in'Benton.
Sowders said he plans an "open door"
policy at Eddyville for news media.
He said he had good success during
the 18 months he rarrthe Le Grange
medium-security institution.
"We've enjoyed at least a certain
amount of success here at the reformatory. There's been no problems at
all," said Sowders.
He said he is pleased to take the
Eddyville job, even if it is considered
the most difficult corrections post in the
state.
The prison was the scene-at
down strike" by many inmates during
the fall, and Bordenkircher received a
gunshot wound in the leg a few months
ago when he wrestled a pistol from a
prisoner-trusty.
The 90-year-old prison also is undergoing renovations

limited legislative influence at present.
Does this unexpected legislative
independence spell chaos and endless
weeks of a special session?
Probably not, for the behavior of the
General Assembly, most of which is up
for election this year, could hinge on
what it perceives as public opinion.
The Kentucky electorate presumably
would look unfavorably on a runaway
session in which nothing is accomplished while the state's two top
leaders sit it out.
On the other hand, it might respond
selectively to certain forms of tax
relief, mild though they may turn out
for the individual taxpayer.
Given • this background, the
legislature might revert to a kind of
government by committee.
This would involve decisionmaking
on the level of affected committees, to
be thrashed out among the leadership
and polished finally by the few influencial lawmakers.
The only other alternative, assuming
Carroll and Mrs. Stovall really mean to
keep out of the line of fire, is for the
assembly members to go in all directions, producing little and risking
punishment at the polls.
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clear
and
cold
Clear and cold tonight with
lows from 5 to 10. Mostly sunny
and.alittle warmer on Thursday
with highs from around 20 to the
mid 20s. Winds becoming light
westerly tonight. Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Friday through Sunday calls for a
slow warming trend through the
period, with a chance of snow
Saturday and Sunday. Lows will
be in the mid teens on Friday and
in the 20s on Saturday.
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4ARLIN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Errunit Harlin
of Tuscaloosa, Ala., are the
'qv
parents of a baby boy, Lee
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
Katura, weighing eight
G
pounds nine ounces, born on
' Ch
Sunday, Dec. 24, at a hospital
to
there.
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are the Rev. and Mrs. William
sound
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buzzing in the right ear? It'a with a device
Henry Horn buckle of Murray.
YoL.
not a continuous ringing. It nitus masker. called a tinIt is worn just
is mostly present when I'm like a hearing aid
the
and the
lying down. I had an annual sound this
working.
when
Lightweig
frostbite
is
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produces is adkeep
FRANKFORT,Ky.- Many
physical and asked my doc- justed in relations
warm," Hernandez said. gloves worn under mittens
of the hazards of cold weather
tor about it. He said that at range of sounds hip to the
that
provide
al
e
"However
adequate
, you most protect will
are obvious, but many of the
my age of 59 it ir
t be annoying to the patient.
protection when mittens have
yourself
not
only
from
the
cold
hardening of the arte..es. He
injuries
that
can
be caused by
The noise that is generBapt
didn't seem concerned.
but also conditions that in- to be taken off.
such weather are not.
ated is not in the range of
My cholesterol, blood sounds for ordinary
(10) It is very important
Vito
crease
heat:
loss
the
body
of
Frostbite
speech.
is
the most
pressure and ottitr measure- Therefore, it
that clothing is not tightmoisture and wind."
doesn't
Mrs. Freelan Youngblood
common form of cold weatherments were all O.K. I be- hearing a spoken affect
Because moisture conducts fitting. Any tight-fitting
voice. opened her home for the
related injury, said I. C.
lieve that I read in your These devices are
used for luncheon and party held by the
h. Be
heat, it is very important to clothing increases the risk of
Hernandez, director of the
column once that there isn't patients who do
not have any
frostbite
by
`
hamperin
remain
g
dry,
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the
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flow
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Tuesday,
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.DEAR READER - You Some of these
AFirs
comes from perspiration," he increase the risk of frostbite.
patients get holiday arrangements. Gifts
some have been fatal, said
probably did read that in my relief by using an
you
If
FM
are
radio
sIch
caught outside
said. "When working outside,
were exchanged and sunshine
column. It was quite Some and setting the dial
Hernandez.
so that it
ogle c
wetness can sneak up on you." without proper clothing, you
time ago. This was the situa- is not on any one
revealed.
friends
were
"The
Miss
Frivatt
Nora
precautio
n
to
avoid
,s
Hazardous situations can may end up with frostbite,
tion until recently. Now noise that is station. The
president,
Bazzell,
Mrs.
Dan
generated in
and Pat Ray Paschall
there are some things that between stations is
tIe
occur if basic cold weather Hernandez said. "You can
;Gift
presided, and Mrs. Ronnie
then
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Nora
can be done which seem to at plified by turning up am- Bazzell
precautions are not observed. usually identify frostbite by
reports.
Mrs.
gave
the
least relieve the symptoms
Wyatt to Pat Ray Paschall, son of Mr. and Mrs. Noble
3)Moo.
Following are 10 rules to the way it feels," he said. "It
of ringing and noises in the volume. This extra sound Ralph Bennett presented the
Paschall, Hazel Route 1, has been announced by Miss
:
:at8
feels
numb
and
sometime
follow
s
it
help
prevent
to
frostears.
• seems to mask the discon- devotion.
CLEVELAND(AP)- If you
Wyatt's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Miles of Murray.
is painful at first. Never
bite:
Others attending were Mrs.
Of course, it's nice to find certing sound in the ear and
have left-over holiday giftMiss Wyatt is a graduate of Murray High School. Mr.
G.
(1) Special care should be believe that you are not being
out what is causing this provides relief for some Hunter Bazzell, Mrs. Noble
wrapping paper, or would like
Paschall,
a
graduate
of
Calloway
County
condition first. In some patients.
High School, is
to take advantage of after- taken to open or remove ar- injured because of the absence
Fuqua,‘ Mrs. Hugh Adams,
employed by Southern Planters, Hazel.
mee
instances, the ear is just
I am sending you The Mrs. Bobby Adams, and Mrs.
Christmas gift-wrap sales, ticles of clothing as you grow of pain."
simply plugged with wax Health Letter . number 12-10
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Friday, Jan. 12, at
If you do receive a frostbite
there are many ways of using warm. Add or button clothing
.10
0
Newel
Doores.
and the condition can be on TinnittO, Ringing Of_The ,
6 p.m. at the Grace Baptist Church, 617 South Ninth Street,
the paper throughout the year. as you grow cold.
injury, the first thing to do is
The next meeting will be
relieved promptly. In other Ears. - Other readers who Murray. A reception will follow in the fellowship hall of the
Aead.
These suggestions are from a
(2) Take the wind into to protect the frozen part and
instances, the cause of the want this issue can send 50 held Monday. Jan. 8, at 1 p.m.
contest conducted by American considerat
church.
obtain medical attention, said
buzzing is never known. It's 'cents with a long, stamped, at the home of Mrs. Dan
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Greetings Corp. here, aimed at.
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- Use as throwaway place- comparable to 0 degrees P. said. If your foot is frostbitten,
c.Iescribing is called tinnitus. sending you explains, tinmats, and make party hats to
A tinnitus clinic has been nitus or ringing in the ears is
110,1.111.
(3) Rather than one bulky, it would be better to walk on
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---- Ode'
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help
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Topics will span a wide organizations will be featured. binder covers.
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mask the ringing sensation. so it is really great that Kentuckians cope
Departmental open-house
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- Cover a Wastebasket, or sorb perapiration.
Iji a high percentage of something can be done for a
(5) Wool and polyester and immersed in water that is
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Linda Kelly.
After thawing, frostbitten
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Mrs. Wickhoff was named Martha Crass.
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pea
sion that produces rockets and Roman candles indefinitely, the UK Wildcats - Mississippi for dog houses, and behind pan'cling in do-it-yourself campers.
We••••••11P
- but I feel cheated.
basketball game.
and
- Cover a metal can with
00000001:iftVz00004,0•
TUESDAY, Jan. 9 - acAny advice? Sign me ...
poss
We are pleased to antivities will center on gift-wrap and use for gifts of
cele•
LONESOME IN NEW CASTLE
nounce
that
Laurie
Haley,
cookies
or candy.
marketing alternatives of
the
bride-elect of Junior Rosa
DEAR LONESOME: Since your wife loves to read, do agricultural products and
TALI
- selected her pottery.her land yourself) a favor and get 'The Ann Landers En(Ape
panel discussion on the credit
crysial
cyclopedia." It contains a wealth of valuable information on
and accessory pieces
Cr .
needs of farmers. Back to
GUESTS HERE
a wide variety of common problems. But the piece titled
mm our complete bridal
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
and
Mr.
basics,
and
clothing
Mrs.
for
Mahlon
today's
"What Marriage is All About", by Dr. Eugene Kennedy, is
•
your
ersfrisgrY•
Marine and sons, Raymond
lifestyles, home garden and
well worth the price of the book, and should be required
Laurie and Junior will be
house
Jimmy,
and
plant
Burlingto
of
culture,
n,
N.
diet
and
reading for both you and your wife. Trust me.
married January 6, 1979.
Plan
health and food additives will C., have returned home after
791.5i
be topics featured for spending the holidays with her
DEAR ABBY: Hello again. I'm the Manhattan attorney
GE
who wrote to you some time ago regarding an individual's homemakers.
sister, Mrs. Cleo Cherry
(Ma
Now!
right to keep unsolicited goods without paying for same.
WEDNESDAY, Jan. 10 - Grogan, Murray Route 6, and
Another letter in your column on a legal matter prompts a the subjects in the spotlight their mother, Mrs. Luna Byrd
trip
word of advice: it was Mrs. M.'s idea to photogriph each of will include solar energy
Cherry, who is a patient at the
as it
her
valuable
4
items
and,
on the back of each picture, write applies to the farm and to the
YOU'LL BELIEVE 145.
Convalescent Division of the
753-1611 121 0/Ohm
the name of the person to whom she wished to bequeath
A MAN CAN FLY
it. home, energy conservation,
Murray-Calloway County
arid
'VW
Her idea is totally without value; personal property may be
•RI 44 IR. ..•111..4.-.1
7:00,
:410 Chestnut
Hospital.
CAN
given after one's death only by a legal document called a last federal farm program in9:40
Jun
will and testament. Please inform your readers that Mrs. terpretation and compliance.
F Now!
Wednesday
will
M.'s plan will not work. Respectfully,
No Passes No Bargain Nits
M:
be
fairs
GEORGE PIN SLEY Homemakers Day and will
also feature a Kentucky
and
DEAR GEORGE: Thanks for the valuable legal advice Extension Homemakers
r0711FM Cuorr EASTWOOD
mon
which I'll pass on to my readers.(P.S. If I'm sued for
haiiira Will.TURN YOU
indi
7:15,
practic- Association luncheon, for
ing law without a license, will you represent me?)
tr .11VglarriC14 WAY
!PI; N t entr
emot
KEHA workshops, plus other
9:25
SS'
LEO
DEAR ABBY: When my husband courted me I was secret- workshops on housing and
wearl.ir Li
[rIG.
riow!
Jul
ly flattered because he was terribly jealous. I thought it
interior
design,
home
landNo Passes No Bargain Nit.
No
proof of his love. Now that we've been married for a year,was
I'd scaping and solar energy
give anything if he weren't so jealous.
mom
Livestock, grain crops and
He is jealous of every man I mention, look at, or even
hot.'
pass forages will be emphasized on
Cios.e
on the street. He accuses me of winking at them and
tray:
giving Thursday, Jan. 11, and Frithem encouragement.. He's even accused me of meeting
favo
nu. r,r
"s
men day, Jan. 12. Especially for
on my lunch hour, and says he "knows" I've been with
VIR I
a livestock producers and
lover if I get home 15 minutes late.
the
( Aug
rPGI
livestock
industry,
topics will
No one is safe from his filthy accusations.(Even the boy
A
who delivers the newspaper!) He keeps after me to
production
and
a
"confess" cover
things and there is nothing to Fonfess! I will gladly go to
prob
the management of beef, cow
police station and take a lie detector test-anything
11Y
S
13
i1
ISO]
ano
to herds, hog enterprises, dairy
prove my innocence once and for all. Help me.)
herds, ewe-lamb flocks,
est • •
OP%
INNOCENT forage
production
your
and
DEAR INNOCENT: Your husband I. the one who needs the management, productio
n,
help. Constant accusations without basis are symptomatic Of storage
and handling of
1.0•RAY
•sick mind. Get the man to • doctor!
grains, despasal and use of
All Soles hool
Closed Till
III South
wastes. Using drugs and feed
CONFIDENTIAL TO "NEEDS HELP IN
Friday
HOLLYWOOD": Maybir'he's saving your raincoat for • additives in meat and milk
rainy day. Ask haw to please return it on account of that's production will also be
why YOU bought it. If that fails, make a trip to his apart- covered.
ment and pick IT up.
For the homemakers, the
two days will feature topics on
Do yam wioli you had more friends? For the
of Family and relationships of
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•...!.‘11/.!!•
•
•
•
•• popularity, giit Abby's new booklet; "How To Be secret
Popular; individuals with others.
••„.•
You're Never Too Yours* or Too Old." Send $1 with a
"
long,
For furtherinformation you
solf-oddrosood, stamped
cents) envelops to Abby, 132
••
Downtown Murray
Lasky D rivo,Bev orly Hills, Calla. 90212.'
may call the County Extension
Office, 753-1452.

Relief from ringing in ear

Frostbite Is Most Common
Form Cold Weather Injury

h

Coldwater' Club
Has Luncheon At
Youngblood Home

-Wraps Have
Different Uses

_

Farm & Home Week 1979 Features
Programs For' Special Problems

r

Daisy Wkkhoff Honored
At Meeting At-Kelly Home

1Dean.AM)
By

His Bedtime Blues:
She's Booked Solid

7.-1

tonite% movies

[

**BRASS
TARGET**

* '

The Showcase

SUPERMAN

Sale

if

PANG NEAL CANDICE BERGEN

Ta-

V3 to 4/2 orgi more off

wonderful selection of

Fall and Winter Fashions.
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COM MUNITY
twwist„.•
CATAE NEAR
Wednesday, January 3
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.
Baptist Women, Baptist
young Women,and Acteens of
the Cherry Corner Baptist
nichurch are scheduled to meet
stet 7 p.m. at the church.
s Mission groups of the Flint
Baptist Church are scheduled
In meet at 7 p.m. at the
.letnirch.
s, Bowling for Senior Citizens
via scheduled at 1:30 p.m. at
,scoryette Lanes.
,en
sui Administrative Board of
..First United Methodist
epurch will meet at 7 p.m. at
the church.
Thursday,January 4
Murray Women of the
Moose are scheduled to meet
at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Garden Department of the
. Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at the club
,bouse with Euva Alexander
and Mimi Jordan as program
Iteaders.

4 David Brien, a veterans
sgounselor of the Department
Resource
tifor
Human
ggentucky Center for Ve ans
airs, will be at the office of
epartment for Human
esources, Murray, from 9
to 3 p.m. to assist
oeterans and their dependents
claims for benefits due
,them as a result of their
• 'inilitary service.

With

•'Ellis Center will be open
-trom 10 a.m. to three p.m. for
"activities by the Murray
:4genior Citizens.
• North Calloway Elementary
Ottchool Parent-Teacher Club
-ias changed its meeting to
slam 18..
St
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
•Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
,to meet at the Ellis Community Center at 7:30 p.m.
,-Yr-Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Catholic Church is scheduled
lo meet in the recotry at 1:30
p.m.

Ines
I be
; of
an
r the
reak
PP1Y

area
ilcal
ned,
'hen

with
vent

Friday,January 5
Golden Age Club will meet
at 12 noon for a potluck luncheon at the social hall of the
First United Methodist
Church. Bingo will be played
and each is asked to bring a
prize.
Saturday,January 6
Square and round dancing
will be held at the WoocGen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.

COOKING
IS FUN
By CEC1LY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Edttof

WEST COAST BROCCOLI
Updated version of a restaurant specialty.
1 bunch (1i pounds)
broccoli
4 slices bacon
1 medium onion
1 clove garlic
2 tablespoons btitter or
margarine s_
2 tablespoons flour
1 cup milk
1,2 teaspoon salt
Pepper to taste Rinse broccoli; cUt stalks and
flowerets in uniform pieces and
steam until very soft; drain
well. Cook bacon in a skillet until crisp; remove and crumble.
Pour off all except 1 tablespoon
of the bacon drippings in the
skillet; finely chop the onion
and garlic in a food processor
or food grinder; -add -to dripts
ings in skillet and cook gently
until tender. Finely chop the
broccoli in a food processor or
food grinder. In a medium
saucepan make a white sauce
of the butter, flour and milk;
add the broccoli, onion-garlic
mixture, crumbled bacon, salt
and pepper; mix well and reheat. Makes 6 servings.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
a friend for help with
that home matter. Once your
duty is done, make plans for a
banner outing with friends or
a loved one.
SCORPIO
ARIES
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 t
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)T
Help a friend look at the
A job well done brings
praise from your superior, bright side today. In turn,
your optimistic outlook brings
and career gains are now
you career benefits. Take
possible. You'll want to
work
celebrate, and the p.m. is just advantage of good
trends.
the time to do so!
SAGITTARIUS
jr4ittt
TAURUS
aims 22 to_Dec.. 21)11
41
(Apr: 20 to May 2
Hard work done in the past
Creative endeavors go well,
now pays off in cash. A
and some moments *by
should prove
yourself bring renewed op- cultural event
stimulating
and
intellectually
concern.
timism re a domestic
pleasantly relaxing.
Han a pleasant surprise for
CAPRICORN
loved ones
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)1
GEMINI
Renewed confidence should
( May 21 to June 20)
scholastic
lead
to
The perfect day for asshort
achievement
and
ambitious
trip with a loved one, yet those
plans for the future. Now you
who must stay at home will
can buy something special for
also find the day productive
the home.
and rewarding.
AQUARIUS
CANCER
(Ian. 20 to Feb. 113),
June 21 to July 22)
- A little -research on your
Make,the most of this
part will guarantee a sound
favorable day for financial
investment. Share your
and career gains. Improved
thoughts with a loved one, and
may
monetary prospects
you'll get a favorable
indicate you areready for an
response.
emotional commitment.
PISCES
LEO
-,
;6 (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
July 23 to Aug. 22)12{4
Attending a party or enNow is the time to collect joying and outing with
Expanded
monies due you.
someone special will help the
horizons may lead to plans for
bonds of friendship. Finances
travel or a celebration at a
improve.
favorite nightclub.
VIRGO
YOU BORN TODAY are
WP
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22;
methodical, practical, and
brings
approach
A creative
industrious. A knowledge of
a solution to an old
human nature with its infinite
problem,and praise from
variety of types will help you
another enhances your self- temper your strict adherence
esteem. Nothing should stop to duty and regulations with a
your progress now.
human understanding of
rnAh's frailities. Your destiny
a.
is to bring a fresh point of view
to the tried-and-true. UnFor Information
doubtedly you'd prefer a
Regarding
business allowing for travel
and a variety of experiences.
You can succeed in government, real estate, and large
corporations. A hard worker,
(Permanent
you also have an interest in
Removal of Hair)
music, sculpture, and painting. Birthdate of: Everett M.
Dirksen, senator; Jane
Wyman, actress; and Floyd
Patterson, boxer

n•9-

LAURA FONES, left, was first place winner in the slogan
contest held on "Free Enterprise" by the Murray Vocational
Center Chapter of the Future Business Leaders of America at
the meeting an Dec, 19. Rhonda Garland, committee
chairman, right, presented Miss Fones with her prize for her
slogan, "Open Your Eyes to Free Enterprise." Second place
went to Ginger Mitchell for her slogan,"Free Enterprise Is:
Being Free to Be You and Me." Third place went to Patty
Robinson for her slogan, "Free Enterprise-It's A Way of
Life." The Murray FBLA Chapter voted to buy gifts for a
needy family with the money made from the cookbook sale.

FAMILY DINNER
French Fries
Fish Fillets
West Coast Broccoli
Cookies
Fruit

Frances Drake

4,

Poinsettias Have Their Season-But Experimenting Can Extend It

Non-denominational Bible
Study is scheduled at 7:30 p.m.
at Seton Hall, North 12th
Street, Murray. Each person
is asked to bring a Bible.

Your Individual
Horoscope
.FOR THURSDAY,JANUARY
1979
What kind of day will
morrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

e

Ask

-A--

own the

ardert_
z*V411:
•::

cs.ss-ssS:SisssS,SSSS: By MRS.W.P.WILLIAMS ;Ssmssvm.):•:•:•:•:•:•:•rs:
Now we are hearing people
say "Christmas is over, it's
time to get back to normal."
But I do hope with all my
heart that that is not true. The
Christmas season is such a
wonderful time of happiness
of thoughtfulness and of love
between folks, between
families and friends, that I
hope that part of the holidays
will stay with us all the year.
It can be if We just make a
real effort.-Then we wOultiallbf_ happier. _
There were so many
beautiful flowers given as
Christmas gifts, and now
comes the pleasant, taak„of
caring for them in such& way
thats.we can get the: most
pleasure out of them. The
Poinsettias
have
been
especially lovely and they
have come in a variety of
colors. This year there are
white ones, pink ones and
even a variegated or striped
one. They are all pretty, but
nothing can equal the bright
scarlet of the ones we are
familiar with. I must confess,
however, that I love to see a
white one in with the red ones
As long as they are
blooming keep them moist,
not wet. As soon as the petals
fall and the plant begins to
loose its leaves, slow down on
the water, for it is getting into
the dormant stage where all it
needs is just enough water to
keep it from wilting and little
else. Just set it out of the way
until spring brings us warm
days
One of the rr.ost delightful
gifts I received was a sweet
_

little white bud vase containing three sprays of the
Paper White Narcissus. Their
heavenly smell has perfumed
my rooms all during the
Christmas holidays, bringing
a breath of spring inside.
My Lipstick plant continues
to amaze me. It has bloomed
all during the fall and into
December. It has now aboia
six sprays of blooms of the
brightest red. The trailing
„foliage is a rich green, and
the interesting seed pods give
added value to the plant.
One of the most interesting
plants I received is the Chia
Pot. It is a small earthenware
pot filled with some sort of
Tiber and after soaking the
whole thing, pot and all, the
- seed are rubbed into grooves
on the outside of the pot In a
few weeks, I am promised
some little sprouts that are
good in salads. I suppose it is
a type of herb.
Thank all of you who sent
me cards and notes at
Christmas. I appreciate them
all Happy New Year to
everybody.

Norfleet said one way is to store the plant from
direct light.as soon as the leaves start to fall. The
temperature should be betweentOend 70degrees and
never below 50 degree.s.
"Taper down the watering until it is just enough to
keep the stem from shriveling," he said.
The plant should not come out of the closet until
April when it should be repotted in fresh soil. Start
watering the plant again and keep the stem and any
remaining leaves moist. Also add plant food.
'Cuttings can be made from the original plant for
another method of keeping the poinsettia. After making the cutting, dip it in cold water for about five
minutes to stop the 'bleeding.' The cuttings should
then be placed in rooting material, and about two
weeks later roots should. begin appearing.
Norfleet suggests that people experimenting With
the plants make- several cuttings in case some n't
root and the mother plant never makes it out ,of the
closet alive.
3.
Depedding on the shape and size .desir fir the
plant, the poinsettia can be pruned as many'times as
necessary after it starts growing again, buVit has lobe
pruned at least once. The colored leaves abd blossoms
come from new growth.
•
Blooms can be regulated by the te 'perature.
If the plant is placed-iii-siFong lig f and about 80

4,1

The Christmas poinsettia
degrees during the day and 60degrees at night.blooms
can be expected in 65 10 70 days. A constant 60 degrees
will produce blossoms in 80 to 90 days. if, starting in
September, the plant is given strong light during the
day and then kept in total darkness 12 hours each
night, blossoms will begin to appear in 70 days.
He warns that there are a lot of methods other than
these, all of which have produced live, healthy plants
as well as crisp, lifeless twigs.
Success comes from experimentation.
From The Comazercull Appeal

Poplar-Sprirw fr/MU
Presents Programs "

MemberS and guests of the
Poplar Spring _Baptist Church....
WMU presented special
programs for the patients at
the Westview Nursing Home
and for the residents of Fern
Terrace Lodge at their
December meeting.
Louise Short played the
piano for the singers who were ,
the Rev. Ronny Adams,
church pastor, Murial Wright,
Ruby Fannin, Cloia Campbell,
Earl Van Natter, Lois Smith,
Mildred Thompson, Lotty
McCuiston, Bobbie Cook,
Freida Adams, Lori Adams, •
Otis Lovins, Kay Tailor, and
s.
Shirley Werts.
A solo was sung by Freida
Adams with the Rev. Adams
as piano accompanist. Kay
LEBANESE SALAD
Fine cracked wheat, soaked Taylor sang a solo, and Otis
and drained, is the base for a Lovins and Earl Van Natter
Lebanese salad that has sang a duet. The devotion was
become popular in the United given by the Rev. Adams and
States. Chopped scallions and prayers were led by Earl Van
fresh parsley, tomatoes.outsia_ Natteksindyiins.
The ladies of the church
small pieces and fresh mint
are added to the,wheat. Then made lap robes for the
the mixture is dressed with patients at Westview, and a
olive oil, lemon juice, salt, and party was held for the Fern
Terrace residents.
PePPer.

, NEW LOCATION
Effective January 2nd

DONALD L HUGHES, MA.
Family Practice
Medical Arts Bldg., Suite 203
300_South 8th St., Murray, Ky.

Office Hours:
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. thru Friday
Phone(502)753-2622
Answered 24 Hours A Day
-
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Call 753-8856
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201fears experience in treatments of infants; children, adolescents, adults and
the elderly.
- Mrs. Betty Gallimoro
Mrs. Kay Routh
Registered Nurse Receptionist 8 Bookkeeper

Rugs
Burl

The tree gets tossed. The wreathivithers and the ivy
dries -out.
Its a sad day for most live Christmas decorations
come Jan. 2, but with a little extra care, careful planning and a couple of crossed fingers one traditional
,rnament will live to see it all again. That exception IS
the flowering poinsettia plant.
"If you continue to take care of a; poinsettia after
Christmas the same as you did before, it will stay
healthy and pretty through January and even Into
February," said Philip Norfleet, botanist for the Goldsmith Civic Garden Center. While the plant is blooming and in bloom it should be kept out of drafts and in
moist soil.
But there will always be that time of year when the
plant starts losing leaves and looking a bit peaked. For
anyone not familiar with poinsettias, it's not time to
panic, because actually, the dying act is the way of
things. Its what happens next that tells the tale

Bel-Air Center
Murray, Kentucky
Mon.-Fri. 10:00-6:00 -- Sat. 10.00- 5:00

ier

Sale Begins
Wednesday
Jan. 3rd

a

•
•
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Prices Good Thum,Jan.4
through Wed., al 1.110

I

o
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VINGS ON FOOD
Kraft Miniature

I

Marshmallows

Charms,

3 $100

Bathroom
Tissue

Larson
Veg-All

Cream

79c _d_1 $100 Pizza
Potatoes
Marg
Totino's

Blue Bonnet

arine

iry
Coffee
&earner

Save 10`
•
;
a

(LNENET'

9

Ivory
Soap
4 Bar
Pkg.
Savo

59

PRODUCE
Fresh Green

Cabbage

lb.

Carrots

121. 396

1 lb. bag

Rod

een Peas...lag
Frosty Acres WS

Broccoli

20 Oz lag

Grapes

-go

S

BiGBUYS,I

Fresh Crisp

Frosty Acres

1111L
save's

,,

Margarine

3a3

89.

13

Ira Ida Shoestring

Ilydt Park

Yellow Quarters

Personal Size

Oust, Namburger, Sausage I Peppewoud

-Save 25'
.

4.3 Oz.
Neg. $1.14

FROZIATOOPS

Mixed
Vegetables
For

--I Toothpaste -

pkg
BIGBUYS

For

4 Roll Pkg.
Save 26'

Ultra Brits

Ross Milk
Skin Caro

12/
1
2
4
49c
Fors1

Washington State
lad Delicious

89G

les

Lb

39c

Kraft

-0- Cheese

Hyde Park

Tissue

69c

12 Oz.
Save 26'

Del-Monte

200 Count

•r

Spinach

5

•

— Save 10'

Corn

Sliced Singles
120z.Pkg.

_

Sweet Gherkins

Pride of III.

SPINACH

303 Size

(

Golden Cream Style

1 7 oz.

S

3Cans$100

Can

,)!
Lynn Grove
Grade "A" Large

0410/
-

2.79f

69c

---/Save — Doz.
14'

Armour Test Tender Beef

ppo
s00
00
"
-

Bush

Ocean Spray

Great Northern
Armour Test Tender
Boneless

Chuck
Roast

$1 19

II

Bacon
$1
•09

1 Lb. Pkg.

Pinto Beans

Chili
Roll

Shoilder
Roast
$119

c
89
Lb.

Lb.

Crackers
I Lb. Box
Save 70

09

First Cuts

Lb.

Field
Pro-Leaguer

Field
Sliced

Wieners

Bologna
1

Keebler Zesta
Saltine

$100

Center Cuts $1.79 Lb.

Pork Chops
Worthmore
Sliced

Field

Resod WS

Lb.

Lean Meaty

Cranberry Juice

or
Armour Test Tudor

Kraft

Welch

Strawberry
Preser
ves
180z.

$109

98,

Save 17°

Macaroni
Cheese
2
$11 00
yip
For

"I You

atc

ur'uas

'ou ant :eit I ur 'rice

We Reserve the
Right to limit
Quantities

Home Owned
and
Nome Operated
Joe M. Parker

We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

Downtown Shopping Center
A

Eggs

HOURS:

7.. nt.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.

I
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

- EDITORIAL

}

Billion Dollar
Congress

Leaders of both parties in the
96th Congress say they hope to
spend more time'tutting government waste and responding to
the spirit of Proposition 13.
They will not have far to look.
The budget for the legislative
branch itself exceeded $1
billion this year for the first
time. It is $1.12 billion for fiscal
year 1979, up $128 million or 13
percent from last year.
Since 1958, the legislative
branch budget has risen from
$104.8 million to $1.12 billion —
an increase of more than 1,000
percent in 20 years.
In the last five years, the
legislative branch budget has
grown from $522 million to $1.12
billion — nearly double and far
outstripping the rate of inflation.
.
Staffing has increased -to
antr000mical numbers.
House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill Jr. arranged three days
of meetings recently for 400

M-

House staff members to learn
how to recognize waste.
In all truth and fairness, they
might have turned to each
other and said in the words of
Pogo,"We have met the enemy
and he is us."

6tRAF1Foorr
Inside Report

Its Ho.,iarid EY ans and Holier!
Novak

The Kemp Slander

AgreeOr Not

Tax Transfer
U.S. Tax Cuts?
FRANKFORT -7- The call for the
special session of the General
Assembly for January 8 is generally
- understood as a tax-cutting session.
.
One of the chief targets is removal of
- the five-percent sales tax on utilities.
There are other subjects in the call, and
the budget will be opened for. adjustments to whatever cuts are to be
made.
Some legislators view the session as a
tax-transfer session instead of a tax
cutting session. However, this subject
` is not mentioned in the call issued by Lt.
Gov. Thelma Stovall.
Harry Caudill, author of "Night
Comes to the Cumberlands" has
suggested that a severance tax be
levied on gas and oil produced in
Kentucky. His argument sounds very
valid to many legislators especially
those from the coal producing areas.
Why not extend he severance tax to
all minerals, including clays,
. r limestone, sand and other minerals.
.t Admittedly a tax on oil and gas will not
produce much revenue, but most of
Kentucky's production in this area is
.! shipped out of state. Most of Kentucky's
. natural ._g .ts consumed comes from
.eica—
s and 1:iitiTsina. giih-siatesievY
tax against these products and we, the
. consumers in Kentucky pay it. Most of
our gas is shipped to northern states
-; and Kentucky doe3 not derive any
- revenue from it.
Only a reasonable tax should be
levied. A tax on all other minerals
' would not come close to producing the
revenue that the coal severance tax
produces for the general fund.
Taxing all other minerals would
spread the tax burden and put some
equality into our taxing system.
For the first 10 months of this year,
January through October, the coal
severance tax brought the general fund
810,581,715. Coal production for the
same period was 110,937,000 tons, so the
tax was almost one dollar per ton.
The coal industry pays approximately $850 million in direct
wages and salaries in a normal year,
assuming there are no prolonged
strikes or layoffs. When you consider
that economists claim that every dollar
turns over at least three times before it
leaves the area, this is a tremendous
amount of money in our economy.
A very conservative estimate is that
from one-third, to half of this money
spent will be subject to the sales tax
which is no small item in our economy
and state government revenue.
The state also will collect personal
;income taxes on much of this money,
3:gasoline and other excise taxes, such as
•'ttobacco, alcoholic beverages, etc.
Mrs.- -Stovall —also. wants some
.. reduction in the personal income tax
Yield and a reduction or freezing of
property taxes at the state level.
While this entire spectrum may not
get a thorough study during this special
session, it is bound to generate some
thought and some proposed legislation
-for the regular session in 1900.
Inflation has, been heavy on real
estate, and escalating values just
means higher tax bills for the property
.owners. The lieutkriant governor wants
some brakes put on the escalation. She
'claims this escalating real estate
values is hard on the elderly and per- irons living on fixed incomes.- While the home-owners exemption is
keyed to inflation, increasing as

property values rise, the amount of
exemption has not kept pace with inflation. Increased assessments have
wiped out the original $6,500 exemption
allowed in the first legislation.
While the special session may not
produce a lot of relief for the
beleaguered taxpayer, it can be the
breeding ground for such legislation in
1980.
+-47.

WASHENGTON-----=-Dliring the recent
election campaign, two senior members of President Carter's political
family purveyed malicious and untrue
gossip to newsmen about a leading
Republican — a despicable practice'
becoming commonplace in backstairs
politics.
The slander was transmitted by one
of Carter's hard-boiled aides (whose
name cannot be revealed) and, more
surprisingly, by gentlemanly John
White, the Democratic national
chairman. Both dredged up an old
calumny that Rep. Jack Kemp of New
York had engaged in homosexual activity.
Submerged in the political sewers
sate 1987, this bit of ugly gossip never
had credibility. For many months, we
have delayed disclosure of the
whispering role played by Carter's
operatives until we could report that
there was no truth in what they
whispered. Now,. after tracking down
4-4-4444-4-0-**++++4-
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New officers of the Murray Board ig
Education are Bethel Richards,
chairman, William C. Adams, vinechairman, Ruth Lassiter, treasurii,
and Fred Schultz, secretary. Othgr
board members are Donald Henry,
:H. Ryan, and Dr. C. C. Lowry.
Deaths reported include Johnity
Kenley,80, Gussie Veal, 77, Mrs. Peggy
Lou Roberts, 41, Byrd A. Ezell,35, and
Ernest Stewart, 82.
Elected as officers of Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons fir
1,989 were Charles B. Jackson, Dee
Lamb, Doyce H. Mortis, Guthrie B.
Churchill, Buel E. Stalls, Jimmy D.
Bell, Larry Hurt, Dwain McClard,
Millard Carman, Howard McNeely, ha
E. Douglas, and Joe Pat Farley.
Mr. and Mrs Gardie Lassiter will
observe their 55th wedding anniversary
on Jan. 7.
Births reported include a girl, Kdli
LaJean, to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie L.
Burteen on Dec. 2'7, and a girl, Kathy
Rutti,lo Mr. and Mrs. Donny Buchanan
on Dec. 25.

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
estright. 1PI
+

++++++++++++++
Not only are the ugly scars of a tobacco war to be left in the
sides of our people to heal, but the anguish of the Civil War had
never healed by the time of the "Night Riding." A definite relationship has existed, slight as it might appear, between the Civil
War and Night Riding. Sons of Calloway County were divided
J! their loyalties with approximately MO troops of Confederate
soldiers mustered from the eastern, southern and central portions
of Calloway and 200 troops of Union soldiers from the northern
and northwestern sections of the county. Actually brother
fought
against brother in the fierce Battle of Shiloh, both members of the
4.
McCuiston family.
Overtones of the War Between the States and the tobacco
struggle had a. political significance, leading to a feud that snrfaeed
in the shooting death of a prominent citizen on the streets of
Murray. The bitterness of the- tragedy continued until the
coming of
the Murray State Normal School. The duration of the
division
between the people in the Holland-Keys celebrated death was
in
a minor 'degree comparable to the Civil War aftermath
and the
Tobacco Planters Protective Association. The conflicts were
painful
for they had both a political and economic impact on the
county;
they were hin4rances preventing a harmonious growth and
development of the
untryside. All of these dissentions have been
fortunately buried 'in the dust of time and scarcely a handful of
natives living this day has a knowledge of these sad
occurrences,
but a few still remain to tell the story.
Thanks to the mercies of a forgetting population, the
conflicts
are left only for'the record books. But the real thanks,
no doubt,
belong on the credit side of education. True, it was the
founding
of Murray State Normal that erased the lasting tragic
memories
which divided this county since the Civil War, nonetheless it
is not
to overlook the common school education in the county
for a major
share of overcoming the earlier vicissitudes of Calloway
County.
Ftee available public schools have been a reality in
this part
of the state, well underway the latter part of the
previous century
and the first part of this century. It is quite fair to
state that a
grammar school and high school education were available
for those
who had the means and transportation facilities as early
as 1900
in Calloway Counsq. A few rural schools of grade' _level .were
(available in most neighborhoods of the rural areas since
the Civil
War, beginning in July and concluding before
Christmas, depending
upon weather conditions and ability to sludge
through the mud
in walking to a school house. Prior to the free
public schools, a few
subscription schools were available in payment of a fee
or tuition to
pay the schoolmaster. $y an act of the state
legislature, certain
lands were set aside in each county, the proceeds of
which were
allocated for cost and maintenance of educational
institutions,
originally designated as seminaries.
The growth and full development of schools will
be briefly re
viewed' along the way to 1978 with its three
consolidated primary
schools, consolidated county high school, the
Middle School on
The. site of the original Male and Female Institute.
two city _ele- _
nieinfary 'schools-, vocational school, a
* nd the Murray High School.

To Be Continued
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Joe Dick was renamed as mayor protem of the city of Murray and will actas
mayor when Mayor Holmes Ellis is oat
of town.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Willie
Baker, 80.
sources of impeccable veracity, we can___
and end the rumors once and for all. His- - The annual March of Dimes Drive got
report exactly that.
opportunity came when New York
underway today in Murray and
Since political slanders are often
Times reporter Martin Tolchin began
Calloway County, according to William
. impossible to disprove,they are passed.
preparing an article about Kemp for. -llamas, Calloway County Campaign
on verbalry for years,-Though 'seldom-Esquire. When they met for lunch,
Director.
printed. With the rise of the- "gay"
Wanniski raised the matter himself.
D. L Divelbiss, recently retired
political movement and its anti-'
Inserted in the middle of Tolchin's
engineer for the Murray Manufacturing
homosexual reaction, unsubstantiated
article in the Oct. 24 Esquire is this
Company, who with his wife, moved
charges of homosexuality have
quotation from Kemp: "There is abback to their former home, Mansfield,
multiplied. They played a subterranean
solutely not a shred of evidence. There
Ohio, today, was honored Jan. 1 by
Port in a half dozen statewide races
is nothing, and there was nothing."
about 25 friends and neighbors with a
duitie the past campaign.
Tolchin concludes: "Everyone who has
•
dinner
at the Kenlake Hotel,'
It was in this climate that national
'looked into the case has come to the
Mrs. Jack Sykes and son, Raley, have
chairman White, normally a politican
.same conclusion," Wanniski feels this
returned from Marietta, Ga., where
of civility and decency, was discussing
has indeed ended the matter, but in fact
they visited their mother Ind grandthe then-rampant Kemp-Roth taxan element of ambiguity remains. The
mother, Mrs. L J. Perdue.
reduction bill with a reporter. White - rumor has continued its poisonous,
told the surprised newsman the bill was
underground life.
burdened with political problems, one
After considerable checking, we can
of them being Kemp's record of
now report that the rumor comes as
homosexuality.
close to being disprovable as any
At about the same time, the White
personal slander ever is. For example,
An average of $30.80 per hundred
House aide was informally Republican
contrary to one recurrent part of the
weight was reported for the opening
presidential prospects with another
rumor,there never was any police file
day of dark fired tobacco sales on the
reporter when Kemp's name came up.
on Kemp; he was not investigated.
Murray Market, according to Cecil
The Carter mantaid there was no need
One principal in the 1987 case whom
Thurmond, reporter for the market
to worry about him; Kemp is a
we tracked down with some difficulty to
here.
"queer."' This reporter also was
his new job and life said he never had
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Brandon, Sr., of
astounded.
known or been told of any illicit
Hazel celebrated their 50th wedding
When we checked the story withassociation between Kemp and those
anniversary on Dec. 25.
White, he seemed genuinely apologetic;
who resigned under a cloud. Indeed, the
Judge John Clopton lilt today to
he said he had had the rumor from
sole source Of the rumor that has
resume his position with the Kentucky
another newsman and was merely
haunted Kemp's career for 11 years is
Highway Department, Frankfort.
passing on what he had heard. The
the fact that he traveled, on an official
Mrs. Florence Copus was honored at
White House aide, informed later by the
basis, several times with one of the
a dinner on her 70th birthday by her
reporter that there was apparently no
Reagan aides who later resigned. That,
daughter, Mrs. G. B. Woods, at her
substance to the story, asked the
and nothing more, is the "case" against
home on North 16th Srftet, Murray, on
reporter to forget about it and to be
Kemp.
Jan. 2.
certain not to disclose his identity.
Whether Kemp runs for president,
L C.- Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Although it was news to both
the Senate or the House, the vicious
Acree Miller of Murray, has resumed
reporters, this garbage dates all the
canard has no place on the political
his teaching duties at Gideon, Mo.
way back to Ronald Reagan's first year
scene.
as governor of California. When two of
Reagan's aides suddenly resigned,
published reports charged that they
were involved in a homosexual ring
with other politicians. Syndicated
columnist Drew Pearson wrote that an
athlete" was among them. Rumors
spread that he was Jack Kemp, then a
star quarterback for the Buffalo Bills
Heartline is a service for senior
does not break a current connection.
serving as off-season aide to Reagan_
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
HEARTLINE: I am going to be
Kemp considered bringing suit•
questions and solve problems — fast. If
retiring in March. recently started'
against Pearson but was advised not to,you have a qaestielier a problem not
reading the Ileartline column . and
because his name had not been menanswered in these columns, write
recently saw a question and answer
tioned. Since then, the story has
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
having to do with the allowable earrepeatedly surfaced, causing reporters
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
nings limit. I have talked with several
to question Kemp. After his denials and
receive a prompt reply, but you must
persons who are already drawing
the lack of any factual substantiation,
Include a stamped self-addressed enSocial Security benefits, and after
the inquiring reporters ended up
velope. The most useful replies will be
reading your column, I am very conwriting nothing. While lacking subprinted in this column.
fused. My friends say that you are
stantiation, newsmen also lacked
HEARTLINE: I am a veteran and
wrong about there being a monthly
evidence of disproof. Therefore, the
have a service-connected disability. I
earnings
limit. They say that this was
storylook on a life of its own in gutter
have been wondering lately about
changed in the 1777 amendments and it
communications, finally leading - to
emergency treatment for myself. If I
no longer exists. Can you explain, as I
Involvement by Jimmy Carter's
had to go to a non-VA hospital for
will need to know what to do after I
political agents.
emergency treatment, will the VA pay
retire, — J.C.
This was intolerable to writer Jude
for it? — H.C.
Wanniski, a close Kemp adviser who
,
If a veteran is treated for a disability
The 1977 amendments did do away
wants him to run for president. Against
that has been rated service-connected
with the monthly earnings limit for
Kemp's wishes, Wanniski decided to
by the Va, and the VA is notified within
persons already drawing Social
expose the canard to full public view
72 hours of admission to a non-VA
security. The only exception is during
the calendar year in which you retire. If
hospital, VA will pay for this treatment.
HEARTLINE: I am now working in
you are retiring this year, you will have
the railroad industry and I plan to
to stay within the monthly earnings
The Lord is my shepherd: I shall not
retire within the next year. I have
allowed by Social Security until the end
want. — Psalm 23:1.
heard that--to qualify for the supof 1979. After the beginning of 1980, you
This is one of the best tested, best
plemental annuity, a person must have
will then only be concerned with the
loved promises in Holy Scripture. You
a "current connection" with the
yearly earnings limit. A person starting
can count on the goodness of God.
railroad industry. How does a person
to draw Social Security in 1979 will
establish this current connection? —
receive a full Social Security benefit for
0.W
any month in which their income is less
Miirray Ledger 8i Times
In general terms; an employee has a
than $290 per month if under age 65, and
Walter L. Apperson
current connection if he has at least 12
less than $375 per month if over age 65.
R Gene MeCutcheon
months of railroad employment during
For people who are on Social Security
The Murray ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christor for those who are going to be drawing
the last 21
/
2 working years before
maiDay, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
retirement. If an employee does not
theirs shortly, Heartline has written •
Murray Newspapers, Inc. 103 N 4th St .
Murray, Ky 42071 Second (lass Postage Paid at
qualify on this basis, an earlier 2L2 year
book especially to help all people unMurray,Ply 42071
period with 12 months of railroad
derstand what benefit they might be
served by
SUMCRIPTION RATES In
carriers. $2 75.per nionth, payable in advance
service may - be used, but only if the
eligible to receive. This book covers
BY Mail U,( anyway County and to Benton. Harregular retirement, disability, wife's
employee did not have a regular nondin, Stayfteld, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky and
Parts Buchanan and Puryear. Tn 1111.* per
railroad job f011owing. ,the earlier
and widow's benefits, allowed earnings,.
year Ry mall to other destinations ins 00 per
and many more important facts on
period, as such non-railroad earnings
year
Member of Aksoriated Press. Kentucky Press
would break the earlier current conSocial Security. This book also goes into
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
nection.
detail on some of the problem areas of"
Assorts:Nal
The Associated Press is exelinively entitled to
However, sell-employment ( working
Social Security. You may obtain this
republish local news originated by The Murray
in an individual's own unincorporated
book by sending $2 to Heartline's Guide
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news
TEI.EPHONE NUMBERS
business) or working for certain U.S.
to Social Security, P. 0. Box 11934,
753-1918
Business Mire
Chicago, Ill. 60611. TRis book is comgoverntnent agencies (Department of
amadied Advertising
753-191S
.262.1.3Altasphier adverts's,*
-Transportation, Interstate Commerce
pletely guaranteed and if you are not
753-1SIS
tion
Commission, National Mediation
satisfied, your money will be refunded.
722-1111111
and Swifts Dept
Board, Railroad Retirement Board)
Pleas* allow six weeks for delivery.
4-
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lot' Have A 50-50 Chance Of Catching
Common Cold From Now Until March

he common cold.
productive coughing
So one of the basic rules weather. Avoid crowds.
;If you are reading this in necessary to elimin
ate the about cold prevention is to
Use a humidifier or,
tiecember or January, congested phlegm
from the, wash hands frequently and to vaporizer. Dry winter
air
ktizinces are 50-50 that you wilt. cFspiratory tract.
Headache keep them away from the tends. to dehydrate
the
WAt one before March. U.S. may occur, and
this can be eyes, nose and mouth. When a
bronchial mocous membranes
rublic Health Service studies attributed in part to
infection family member has a cold, use and damage the hairlike cilia
*how that during the winter Pf and inflammation
of the nasal paper plates and cups,as hand
that helps trap dust and
.79. about 50 per cent of passages and sinuses.
washing may not remove 'bacteria in the
nose and
population will suffer a
To get some relief from the viruses from eating utensils. throat.
pmmon cold.
common cold, we spInd 500
Eat well, get enough sleep
If none of the above has
7The common cold is the million dollars a
year. While and plenty of exercise. given you the required "ounc
e
*pst expensive single illness there is no cure
for the Anything that keeps you in
of prevention," there is
the U.S. More time is lost common cold ( childr
en, by the good physical condition will
another time-worn adage for
m work and school because way, get more colds
than help maintain resistance to
you to heed: Patience is its
*I the common cold than from adults), the search
for relief is infection — and that includes -own reward. In a few
days,
411 other diseases combined. never ending.
dressing warmly in cold
you should be as good as new.
Among our 60 milhon inWhen your body is locked in
dustrial employees, the combat with the
common cold,
'common cold accounts fOr it's a good idea
to throw in
pearly 1 million person-years some support. One
way is to
Opst •from work annually. get as much rest as
possible.
'hat's about one-half of all the Very important, too, are
the
:41ssences and one-fourth of the intake of adequate
fluids to
kiwi work time lost each year prevent dehydration,
and
.0*.industry.
keeping a well-balanced diet.
-:-Paradoxically, while so
While the
need
for
Wlany of us have to put up with physician-directed treatm
ent
Or discomforts of a cold, is usually unnecessary
with
there is very little we can do the common cold,
there are
ut it except ride it out as exceptions.
Consult
a
t as possible.
physician if there is some
:::so while nursing that stuffy concern that
you have
.dese, sore throat and the something other than a cold;
general winter cold miseries, also, if the symptoms
'are
litre is some information severe, or secondary
comgout what your discomfort is plications are presen
t — or
lib about and what you can do suspected.
at least make things a bit_ A _physician shoul
d'
inore comfortable.
consulted where the patient
But first some good news. suffers severe weakness,
or
In an otherwise healthy has chronic disorders in which
individual, a virus-induced a respiratory infection
may
lignunon cold is self-limiting pose serious proble
ms, such
five to seven days — as emphysema.
Although complications do An ounce of prevention is
casionally develop. When worth a pound of cure,
they •
that happens, it is always say, and the commo
avVe's
n cold is
• • t to see a physician.)
no exception. Colds are spread
e common cold goes by person-to-person contac
t,
ough a cycle that usually and
only
decreased
'UNING 'EM UP — Dennis Martin, 4, gets a helpfu
begins with a one-to-four day association with person
l boost
s with
from his brother, Richard, 13, while strugg
Oicubation period for cold'colds will reduce the
ling to get one
chances
of his shirts off the family clothesline. The
Sofruses. For most people, the of contracting the
boys are the
cold.
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Martin of Woons
first sign of a cold is a clear
ocket, RA.
'eatery discharge from the
nose. This becomes thicker
end more tenacious as the cold
progresses. Nasal congestion
follows, giving 'rise to
dOcomfort.
neezing results from nasal
fifitation, nasal discharge and
1 congestion. Irritation of
SPRINGFIELD, Colo.(AP)
pharynx caused by — The public is being misled situation, the movement said that *foreign imports be
ss and swelling may by statements coming out of Tuesday it is demanding thaiat restricted Until prices reach
uce a "tickling" which the U.S. Department of amendments to the 1977 farm 100 percent of parity.
bin be iinpleniented at the
In addition, they want
c2n cause a non-productive Agriculture
and
other
importation of all ham and
cough. Cough is also produced Washington agencies, and in maximum levels as follows:
py throat irritation and post- fact American farmerS • are — Loan level4 on all 'basic processed agricultural
commodities s)uld be set at commodities limited to a level
sal drip.
not well off going into 1979, say
90
percent of pity.
that will insure 100 percent of
-Progressive stages of a spokesmen for the American
— Set-a e provisions parity and reserves of
elmmon cold may include Agriculture movement.
should be 'established at a agricultural commodities. not
itoprichial congestion and
Low income and lower
level which will insure a to be released to the market at
purchasing power are placing
balance between supply and levels less than 100 percent of
the farmer in a cost-price
demand.
parity.
squeeze unparalleled since the
Depression of the 1930s,
American Agriculture
leaders of the Springfield- movement leaders also
are
based
agriculture demanding that the livestock
organization claim.
industry be protected by
•tilEINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
In order to correct this legislation which will insure
Fernier Fayette County
46001 board chairman J.M.
Resadus has urged public
•
%poets-zee-4e 3eppolt-3.DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
policy aimed at decentralizing
'MEW permITI—TerThind
(i*Ision-making in the county
structures estimated to cost
sChool system.
$339,000' were issued in
Broadus, who ended his 12PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
December by the Danvilleyear tenure on the school Billy Joe Carroll says he may won't seek his brother's Boyle County Planning and
board last month, said in a get into politics like his bet- assistance if he_decides to do Zoning Commission, reports
terknovrn brother, Gov. Julian so.
later to teachers that
show.
A former Paducah mayor,
pdf4ty was aimed at en- Carroll.
That brought the total
caging parents to become
Billy Joe Carroll is among Robert Cherry, is also non- number of permits for 1978 to
mete involved with the persons considered possible committal whether he will file 284 with the estimated cost of
candidates to succeed Mayor for mayor by the April 4 89,358,400. Of these, 180 were
stiliools•
:rayette School Supt. Guy William S. Murphy, who is deadline.
for new homes, 32 were
"I've had a lot of people ask commercial permit
Pitts said that in previous barred by law from sucs and 72
me to run," said Cherry, a were for additi
yet: irs: the school board has ceeding himself.
ons, garages
florist
who
was
defeat
ed by and other structures.
gr
"It's a possibility," Carroll,
.anted exemptions to policies
fikfindividual schools.
a bus station manager, said of Murphy in 1975.
The number of 1978 permits
A city commissioner, was down from 296
:file said even with such a the candidacy. "You never
in 1977, but
policy, "any request for any can tell what us Carrolls will Gordon Meeks. also is beings, the estimated cost of conmentioned. He said he has not struction was
change would have to be do."
up about $1.5
ilaluated individually on its
He said he has been asked decided and is keeping an million over the $7,857,730 in
_
by many people_ to run but open mind.
merits."
1977.
__ •
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/ CP Dixie Fresh Large

Bel Air Center
Limit Rights Reserved

EGGS
These Items On Display
Only Throughout The Store

Doz.
75°

Off

Bush's Chili Hot

Beans

40

Beans

ORANGE JUICE

'Ns keep Fehr..
Soo records for
411hrgi•s, tel Issurloc•'words

Vh NI PCS am
Crow 111•414•1,
paid
sod
VA
presalpliems

Bush's 15 oz

Kidney Beans 3/99'
Crackers
Crackers
79C
inoore
eetew
Dressing

12 01.Can

Sunshine HI Ho

16 ox.

Sunshine Cheezit

16 oz

CATSUP

pl(raft 1000 is

32 Ch.

Kraft Catalina

Dressing
Towels
Hilton

No Matter What
Age You Are, We
Automatically figure
Your Discount
To the lowest Penny

tl

f
.

The Price You Pay Is What
Saves You Money

Try Our Discount Cash Price'

Uncle Jeff's
Safe-T Discount
Pharmacy . _

7534173

WE FILL STATE MEDICAID PRESCRIPTION

•

16 oz

1109

Coronet Paper

Permits Total
Some $9 Million

WILLOW ISLAND, W.Va.
Five of the eight women in
(AP) — The manager of the
the
department, ranging in
American Cyanamid plant
here says he can't explain why age from 26 to 43, then had
five female employees had themselves surgically
themselves sterilized rather sterilized.
"That is something of a
than accept new jobs at the
mystery to us why they would
plant.
But a union vice president choose such drastic measures
says the women faced a to avoid a transfer," said Jack
potential pay cut or possible White, manager of the
Cyanamid plant.
loss of their jobs.
White said the women were
"Any company that says it
is your job or your life, or as in told they would receive their
this case, your job or your present salaries for 90 days.
offspring...that is a Draconian During that time, he said, they
choice," said Anthony Max- would be able to take jobs in
zocchi, vice president of the other areas of the plant.
''We fully believe, based on
Oil, Chemical and Atomic
rates of attrition. that they
Workers union.
The women were told they would be back up to their
could no longer work in the previous rates of pay," White
pigment department at the said.
But Mazzoechi says the
plant because they would be
plant should clean up the
exposed to trace,quantities of working
emrii oioneot tristearf
lead dust that might injure
of moving people around or
any unborn children.
threatening them.

3/88'

Pork & Beans

I Roll 58C

1/89'
-

I Lb.

Carrots
16 Celery
Yellow Onions

3/11"
3/T°
59'

3 tb

GREEN
CABBAGE

Loose 100 Size
Golden Delicious

APPLES

Women Say They Became
Sterilized To Keep Jobs

All Our Customers
Are Senior Citizens
When It Comes To
Discounts!

15 oz

Bush's lt oz

Danville-Boyle

_c_ar191I's Brother SR!
He May Run For Mayor

3/88'

Bush's Great Northern

Snow Crop

Agriculture Movement Says
USDA Is Misleading Americans

4-Board Chairman
Biges Parents Take
Part In Decisions

15 oz.

3 lbs.

115

99'

PEARS
3lbs.

99'

COUPON
I I Pp r

Customer

Chiffon
Margarine
Fon" Tub

.

lb

_

694

6sed Oals AI Swan's
Expires Jon. 8, 1979

COUPON

COUPON

Limit 1 Per Customer

Limit I Per Customer

SkiPPY
Peanut Butter

994
66,4 Oily Al Slorsfi
Expires Jon 8, 1979

Woolite
Liquid •
32 oz $
2
°9

6n4 ()sly Al Storer-Ex.ires Jon 8, 1979

COUPON
Limit I Per Customer

how.'
Squirc17

lb Bowl7
9
4

64•4 Oioly At Ihrey's

Expires Jon. 8, 1979'

Lim

_
_

•
'At
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ore PurchasingPo
<—Compare Our Low ,SheffPrices
Shortening

Crisco

68

3 lb

Bounty

Kroft

Tissue

$198

2 lb

Kraft Qt

Tide

Miracle Whip
ifiue
garintonnett

Detergent
I lb. qt.

59C

49 oz

Advance

41'

13 oz

'A Loin

Sliced Slab

BACON

59`
89'

9 oz 65C

WESSON 011

149

999

OW. Pasta
4 oz. Sauce
4oz, Cole Slaw
Bread or Roll

38 oz

99'

Scot Lad

Banana Pudding

SALAD
DRESSING

Slf4.ni
.o t le2s
Choice

\

CHUCKe ROAST

Oscar Moyer

I

1 2 oz

13ANNY11100
Coffee Cakes

S1 19

Raisin Bread

loaf

Crumb Cakes

4/89'

99

Gala

PAPER TOWELS

Blueberry, French Creme,8 Chocolate Chip

Oscar Moyer

$169
lb

I

Bologna:,

8 oz

99'

1201

89'

Campfire

U.S.D.A. Choice Rib Eye

Steak

lb

Fresh Water 5 Lb Bog

S149
j

$139

Catfish Steaks

lb

I

John Morrell
Semi Boneless

Franks

-dosionliNk

Streak Of Lean
By The Piece

Salt Meat

(Limit 3 Please)
lb

99'

Family Pock Lb

99'

Storemade

Ham

lb

$169
1

Limit I Per Customer

COUPON
Limo 1 Per Customer

Final Touch
Softener

Snowy
Bleach

hod Oily Al Waft
Expires Jan. it, 1479

$149
I

0sio 0„

Spaghetti Plate

1b,

Swiss Steak

979
rins•Now.

Limit I Per Person With $7.50 Addition&
Purchase Excludiag Tobacco 88 Dairy Products

8.Pcs. Chicken
I Pint Baked Beans
1 Pint Potato Salad
6 Rolls
Serves 3-4 People

We Accept U.S. Gov't. Food Stamps
S1 39
S1 39
Pork Ribs
Bologna

33o: 89
4

24 oz

Queen Of Scot 20 oz

Family Pack Chicken

1
me,

51b

dP

69
'
6
1iti
l9
1_ 1.

COUPON

3 Lb. Can.

pEacATEssEN

Family Pack

Save 30 Lb. pave 30°Lb.
Center Cut

U.S.D.A. Choice
Beef Shoulder

100:-.$1.9

Ore Ida Shredded

Cool Whip

AO if

lb

119

Birdseye

all

Country Style

Batter Dipped

Simalac

PORK
CHOPS
1110
$

99'
$139

Scot Lod Crinkle Cut

Save 30°ih-

Family Pack

Fish Dinner
Shrimp Dinner
Perch
Fish Sticks
French Fries
Hash Browns
Broccoli Cuts

S 138

Save 30°Lb.

PORK CHOPS

New! From Van De Amps

CRISCO
SHORTENING

Chorrr,n

Velveffa

?In Our Frozen Food
Secti
z>i
.

Save 700 Ono..

Paper Towels

>

26 or

!pod Oak Al Stesn'i
Expires Jon. 8, 1979

Sausage
COUPON

COUPON

Limit I Per Customer

Limit I Per Customer

Soft Imperial

Lux
Liquid

Margarine
14 r. Tub,
Good Nth Al Slett's
Expires Jon. 8, 1979

:32 or $1 09

Card Only Al Stinf
Expires Jan. 8.1979
Asansososm"

This
w
Week

p

T
Last Week's
Name

Yolonde
Glission
••••

PA4
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The Tide Turns...
And AP Votes Alabama As College Football's Best

are
bas

By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON

Oklahoma all trailed top-rated

AP Sports Writer

Alabama,

of

Penn

conquerors

of

regularseason

the

in

first place to fourth with 1,168

season's

points after Alabama ended

and

college

named

football's national champion
for

The

by

today

1978

from

slipped

Bowl,

disappointing runnerup finish
was

But the

poll.

Lions

Nittany

Sugar

last

avenged

final

the

in

State

Penn

unbeaten

previously
State

Tide

Crimson

The

Alabama. Southern Cal and

their 19-game winning streik.

place with 989 points despite
Rose Bowl.

the

in

loss

its

from

up

moved

Clemson

Associated Press.

fifth

onto

held

Michigan

In a tight three-way race

seventh to sixth with 950 points

with Southern California and

for a 17-15 decision over Ohio

Oklahoma, Alabama received

State in the Gator Bowl. Notre
national

defending

38 first-place votes and 1,317 of

Dame's

a possible 1,360 points from a

champions

seventh

finished

nationwide panel of 68 sports

this time with 914 points. The

writers and broadcasters.

Fighting Irish jumped from

Penn

defeated

Alabama

State 14-7 Monday and thereby
national

the

captured

championship

thought

it

it

10th place by edging Houston
35-34 in the Cotton Bowl.
Nebraska, the only team to
Oklahoma

beat

this

season,

should have won a year ago

dropped from sixth to eighth

wound

after bowing- to the Sooners in

when the Crimson Tide

tip

behind Notre Dame in a
-

controversial finish.
_Southern

which

Cal,

defeated Michigan 17-10 in the

aga

Tide

dropped as low as eighth
place. The Crimson Tide had
been ranked second behind

won national honors in 1961,

Penn. State for the final three

cen

weeks of the season.

the

pionship

was

Alabama's

fourth, all under Coach Bear
The

Bryant.

1965.
Alabama,

Crimson

1964 and

Cal,

Southern

Oklahoma, Penn

State

Clemson all finished with one
no team made it
through the bowls with a
perfect record.
The national championship
capped a lengthy comeback
for Alabaipa, which was
ranked No. I in the preseason
poll and also for the first two
weeks of the season, but lost
its third game 24-14 to
Southern Cal and eventually

setback as

ago

season, got back in with a 28-12

I.Iriesske

triumph over Iowa State in the.

9. Tema
10. Irestoa

the

Tangerine

The Cornhuskers received 865

Bowl. And Texas A&M, which

points.

was as high as No.6 in October

lost

place votes and 1,285 points.

championship

out

on

the
a

year

when they lost to Notre

in the Cotton

Dame

Bowl, climbed _Hall of Fame Bowl. Pitt, Ohio

from 14th to ninth place with
706" points following a 42-0 rout
of Maryland in the Sun Bowl.
- .

and Iowa State all
dropped out of the rankings.
The 1978 national cham-

State

Oh)
N.Y
leac

The Fighting Irish trounced
Texas 38-10 in the Cotton Bowl

sloe
26-1

and vaulted over everyone to
the

Ban

championship.

national

to a
secc

but had not been ranked for

in

EC.

(1st plata votes, trod, total pins)

the final seven weeks of the

Pitt

Wt

con

Duk

national

back in with a 30-17 triiimph

Waf

And Here They Are

early in the campaign, made it

over

nig
Dal

agg

The Texas Longhorns, who

rematch.

Bowl

Orange

not

A year ago, the top five
teams — Notre Dame,
Alabama, Arkansas, Texas
and Penn State — all had 11-1
records. At the end of the
regular season, Texas was No.
by Oklahoma,
1, followed
Alabama, Penn State and
Notre Dame.

and

(31) 1114 1,317
1. Alarms
2. Soothers Cal(19) 12-14 1,215
3. Oklahoma (11)11-14 1,251
11-141141
4. Penn $411441
11-2401
S. Midair)
11-14950
6. Orasea
9-34 914
7. Netts Dare

the

Rose Bowl, received 19 first-

the
received
Oklahoma
remaining 11 first-place votes
and 1,251 points following a 3124 triumph over Nebraska in
the Orange Bowl.

Houston, ninth in the final
regular-season poll, rounded
out the Top Ten with 698
points.
The Second Ten consisted of
Arkansas, Michigan State,
Purdue, UCLA, Missouri,
Georgia, Stanford, North
Carolina State, Texas AdiM
and Maryland.
The final regular-season
Second Ten was Georgia.
Michigan State, Maryland,
Texas, UCLA, Pittsburgh,
Purdue, Missouri, Iowa State
and Ohio State.
Stanford, which was ranked
three times early in the
season, reappeared in the Top
Twenty by defeating Georgia
25-22 in the Bluebonnet Bowl.
North Carolina State, which
was ranked 20th for one week

9-2-1 689
11-34 525
1-2-1 493
43-1417
1-44 434
I-2-1 312

11. A/harm
12. lillehipm State
13. Punkas
14. OKLA
15. Masser
16.0
17. Shafoni
111. N. C.arelias State
It. Texas A Al
20. Aterylasol

9-3-0 145
9-3-0 706
9-34 691

1-4-0 306
9-3-0214
14-0 121
9-341112

Arsons State, Arouse, Ill
Others mcsivise votes, listed alphabetically:
Carries, Freida State, Gerais Tech,
Style, SAPP' Teamg, Dartermith, far
Plusher., Taloa, Washingtea.
lore State, L41411111111 State, Navy, Ohio State

Kenny McCaiston lays up a shot over Wines players Jeff Skaggs (20) and Mark Mullins. Skaggs
-

led a second-half surge that carried the Indians to an 13-71 victory over Calloway lest night.
Staff photos by Tony Wilson

34-Point Effort Leaves Calloway'Tuckered-Out'And 83-71 Loser
Gymnasium.
Tucker, a

a big 14-point edge from the
_, field. The Indians sank 48
wIngo's one-man scoring scored a season-high 34 pointp-, percent (32 of 87) of their fieldgoal attempts, while the
to help the Indians break a sixmachine, Scott Tucker, was at
his best. He owned 22 points at game losing streak and im- Lakers hit just 33(25 of 75).
"He's my only four-year
the half against Calloway prove their won-lost mark to 38. The Lakers, fresh off a 119starter," Wingo Coach Wayne
County last night, so Laker
46 thumping of University
Wadlington said of Tucker,
Coach Clayton Hargrove knew
Heights last week, tumbled to
"so that tells you how imsomething had to be done.
3-7.
portant he is to this team."
-We didn't have much
While Tucker was limited to
The Indians started the
so
press,
our
success with
points, Skaggs season by winning two of their
second-half
12
" said
went to a box-and-one,
pumped in 14 in the final two first four games, but forward
Hargrove. "That held down
quarters to enable Wingo to Mitchell Glisson was lost for
Tucker, but not the rest of the
stretch A 41-37 halftime ad- the year in the next game due
team."
vantage to 20 at 63-43 on to a knee injury. That left a
The "rest of the team," Tucker's two free throws with heavy burden on Tucker and
his 21.2-point scoring average.
especially Jeff Skaggs, proved 1:19 left in the third quarter.
Tucker finished with a 12_ A member of the Murray
that, as Wingo opened up a bit
third-quarter edge and for-12 performance from the American Legion baseball
--roasted to an 83-71 triumph--foul line. And though Wingo team this summer, Tucker
over Calloway County before a was outscored from , the scored his previous season
sparse crowd at Jeffrey charity stripe (21-19), it owned high at Fancy Farm with a 31point outburst.
Calloway guard Scott
Barrow nearly matched
Tucker's first-half performance last night. The
scrappy 5-8 senior owned 16
points after two quarters. But
he didn't sink another field
gcal for nearly 15 minutes, or
until only 1:06 remained in the
game, and finished with 23
points.
the
114-102,
Knicks
York
By ALEX SACHARE
Stan Rushing led Laker
whipped
Bullets
Washington
AP Sports Writer
with 14, followed
rebounders
the Chicago Bulls 109-86, the
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor

Sam-613°w! Casualties
Penn State's Paterno Is Named Both Goat, Hero
of Penn
State who saw his national
title hopes dashed by a
stubborn Alabama 14-7 in the

disrepute

of holiday-idled buffs glued to

Sugar Bowl. No alibis, he said,

Clemson player guilty of in-

their

TV

tge

sets,

screen

clogged with marching bands,
attired

skimpily
cleated

majorettes,

legions

banging

helmets against fragile flesh.
High

hysteria

and

bitter

professorial

"We

coach

were

outplayed

and

outcoached."
GOAT:

Patton, who slapped an

valid soldier in a hospital bed,

Hayes

of

Ohio State, who never learned

slugging

a

Nuggets

Alabama's

calls referee Earl Strom made

Kansas

defensive back Don McNeal,

or those he and his crew didn't

New

make.

the Los Angeles Lakers 109-

HEROES:

who thwarted a sure Penn

edged

City Kings 99-97, the

Orleans Jazz trimmed

the

105, the San Diego Clippers

was

defeated the Detroit Pistons

tercepting a pass that sealed a

Cleveland

Gator

yard line in a one-in-a-million

angered because Strom called

137-119

defensive play, and linebacker

three technical fouls against

SuperSonics edged

Barry

his club in

victory

in

the

Bowl.
DOUBLE-HORNED GOAT:

the art of losing gracefully. To

Broadcasters

him, football always has been

and Ara Parseghian of ABC,

Jackson

Keith

the

Denver

Scott
Fitzkee out of bounds on the 1

17-15

Woody

by

It's hard to say which in-

furiated Bill Fitch more — the

in-really happened.

old Woody ended his career in

senior,

Cleveland's Fitch
Angered At Strom
As Cavaliers Fall

Kelley Erwin reaches for the MN as 1W2kW Tacker bob dausesert. Tinker scored iieesen-high 34 Owls to propel the
Indians by Calloway camel WNW
Staff photo by Tony Wilson

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
It was college football's last
gasp of the season — millions

6-foot

State score by smashing

the

Krauss, who stopped

Lions'

two

subsequent

smashes at the goal from the
1. This

was a game won in the

116-113

of

coach

Fitch,

Cavaliers,

Tuesday night's

National

Association
Milwaukee

Seattle

the

and

the Por-

A jumper by guard Brian
Winters with 1:04 remaining

to

the

Bucks.

He

was

put

the

Bucks

ahead, and

disappointments. Heroes and

a war. Players are pawns on

who

goats — enough to go around.

the field, to be pushed and

although the Hayes incident

trenches -- and Bear Bryant's

also upset because Strom, one

baskets by John Gianelli

was visible to the world on

head.

of the league's senior officials,

Marques Johnson kept them

didn't blow J.he whistle when
Fitch felt he should have,
particularly down the stretch.
"This is a million dollar
business," said Fitch, "but if
you keep sticking your head in
the sand, you're not going to
bring the game around.

front the rest of the way.

Here's

a

bleary-eyed

look-

back at the weekend's college

madness:
HERO: Joe

manipulated toward a single

Paterno, the

see

a

thing"

monitors.

GOAT: Paterno's beard of

only

Confused fans had to wait until

strategy that failed to notice

thing." Like his idol, General

the next day to find out what

an extra man on the field when

goal

—

everything,

bowl

"didn't

"winning
it's

the

isn't

their

screen

and

a shanked Alabama punt went

Sports At A Glance

out of bounds on the Tide 20
late in the game — the mental
error nullifying a Penn State

NBA Standings
Fasters rteresee
Atlantic Wires
W
L. Pet GB
Washuigtoo
25 12
176
667 1
25 ii
Philadelphia
515
17 16
New Jersey
497
19 M
New York
MO 10%
Boston
13 21
Central Wires
50 n 15
deD Amtemio
569
111 15
1,1
SWOON
19 18
514
3
Adroit
7'o
22
14
3119
areelmad
,
9,
542
New Means
13 25
-10
524
12 25
Dora
Western aeleresc•
11111deest Division
Roma aty. , 20 Ii
321 —
.
Deare
It 19
018
Is 22
488
15 24
• 06
II 24
214
•
Peri& Division
U 14
---n 13
at
W
23 11
us 1W
II 17
514
State
19 18
5
314
San Diego
61,4
10 71
475
Tuesday's Games
Phoenix 114, New York fot
Washington 114, Chicago la
Itilirmarse 116, Cleveland 113
New Orleans 100, Ian Angelis 101
Denver OS, Kansa City 17
Sr !Sego 137, betrolt 119
Seattle 109. PorUand 101

College Basketball

NFL Playoffs

chance to tie or win the game.
Billy

HERO:
EAST
F.ast Carolina 76, Iona 75
FalrheAd 96, Southern Connecticut 62
SOUTH
Birmingham-Southern 07, Columbus
lCa4 74
Central Florida 71, Columbia 74
Duke 77, Devideon 59
Grumbling M. Jackson St. It CIT
Mercer 75, Campbell 311
MickSe Tenn al, N C -Arra, 11
N Carolina St 58. Appalachian St SO
31.. Joseph."(Pa 17. ritiorgetovm 22
Tam Temple 101, Taylor 75
Turn, M, Colgate 75 MIDWEST
DePaul 77, Georgia Tech 71
Mo -Kansas (Sty 93, SW Missouri 83
St. Lars 63, Cincinnati 51, OT
SOUTHWEST
Irastem Baptist la. Robert Morris 39
_TgRa.(Tristan )04. Roosevelt U 64
FAR IISFRT
Hawaii M, New Mexico 64
E Montana 56. Seattle Pacific 50
Ney -Reno
111
90,
Southern
fishwardevIlle 66
IN Arizona 79, tels-Stevens Point 64
'eaperdlne U. Harvard 0

)'r'ep Basketball
lays Ganes
Mayfield 103 Sedalia 49
O'boro Aptblio 75 Bowline O,,'..m 57
Warren East.0 Allen Co 12
Glasgow 71 RussellvWe $9
Wingol WI 1 allnwry CcI 71
arltsle Co Ili P ultOtt 4 ta 62

Snob,.Jr 7
Arc Clromplowskip
BMW at Pittsburgh
NYC Champlenallp
Dallas at las Angeles
Sunday. Jas. XI
SUPFR BOWL xni
AFC Champion vi NFC Champion at
Miami

Basketball's Top 20
The Top Twenty teams In The
Associated Press college basketball poll,
with first-plece votes In peresittree,
season records and total pninb Points
based on 30-1118-17-16-13-14-13-13-11-104417 4-6-43-2-1
1 Michigan St 131) 7-1 I0
2 Notre Dame (7) 64 IN
3 North Detatlir (1)14 OW
4.111Iner (4) 44111
smins.n.), 64269
Uri&(I) 7.2 741
42.aiiillaa State al 80 72
1111- tweline St (1)1290,
3-2514
11311.6adm
MT18111111 ABM 11-2404
3-0 551
State
11 Baena
12 Georgetown 3-1 346
0-2 507
13 Mk-higan
73 256
14 Arkansas
TA 1-0 250
Reach
Long
15
6-3 235
111.1.ouisville
17 Marquette. 5-1233
1111 Mterrippi St 6-0 1123
19.Kansas
143 174
11-2 127
20 Maryland

Oklahoma, a

Sims,

driving, squir-

ming dervish, who measured
up to

his

Heisman

Trophy

credentials by hammering

out

134 yards and two touchdowns
in the Sooners' 31-24 triumph
over Nebraska in the Orange
Bowl. "The best runner I've
seen in college all year," said
O.J. Simpson.

GOAT: Coach

Bill Yeoman

of Houston, who ordered his
team to go for a first down on
fourth-and-one
punting

with

instead
the

ball

of
on

Houston's 29 and 35 seconds to
play. The strategy backfired,
allowing Notre Dame to rally.

FiF,HOES: Those armchair
quarterbacks who refused to
budge

or

blink

during

the

holiday

bowl marathon a;id
now are "getting the red out
for
the
National

Football

League playoffs and Super
Bowl coming up. A rare
breed
who dies hard

s
'
Maybe' that

why

there

t 10,000 more people
'
weren
here tonight (The attendance
at Richfield, Ohio, was 4,459)
— maybe they're tired of
seeing that.
"He (Strom) has fined me,
my trainer, everybody an my
ballclub and he hasn't worked
a good game yet. All I can
remember is handchecking
and how they went to the
foul) line and we didn't."
• Reminded that he can

be

fined for publicly criticizing
officials. Fitch declared, "I
don't give a damn. Why
protect the guy just because
he's got years in the league'
Maybe we should put his name
up in lights and say he brew
one.
"I'm not emotionally involved," he ,added. "If I was,
I'd be over there kicking his
butt."
In other NBA games, the
Phoenix Suns heat the New
-7

and
in

Suns 114, Knicks 102
Phoenix posted its Ilth road
victory, tops in the league, as
Alvan Adams scored 28 points,
grabbed

13

rebounds

and

handed out nine assists. Paul
Westphal

and

Ricky

with 10 each. As a

team,

Calloway

•

was

outrebounded 50-48.
The box-and-one Hargrove
spoke of consisted of a 2-2 zone
defense,
(Craig

and

a

Rogers) to

tland Trail Blazers 109-108.

Basketball

loss

by Kenny Erwin and
Garland

"chaser"
try

and

with Tucker. "Wadi4
credible job in that defesi:
-skit said Hargrove, "But we
just couldn't buy a basket.
know it gets old to talk of the
same things game after game,
but they seem to keep happening."
The Lakers owned just one
lead in the contest — at 26-25 in
the second quarter on
Rushing's layup. After.
Wingo's 20-point spreak in the
third quater, the closes
Calloway could get thereafter
was 75-61 with three minutes
left on consecutive layups by
keep up

a

Rogers.
"I can't be displeased with:
effort,
though," said
Hagrove. "There's just not
much we can do when we can'tshoot well. We spend a lot of
time on it in practice, but it
doesn't seem to help."
Before last night, Wingo's
last win over the alters came
in 1976.
Calloway County hosts a
strong St. Mary squad Friday.
our

Laker ills 51, W1nge35
Three Calloway players
scored in double figures as the
Laker JVs won their fifth
game in sixth tries.
Jimmy Bynum led the way
with 14 points, followed by
Richard Smotherman and
Marty McCuiston with 12
each.
Garrey 51 • Irma, 14; fasetfaseam, 12; Illerletem, 12; Gary Enema,
5; Thn 111cAlletec, 4; Teary Workmen,
2.

Wings $3. Callerry Carty 71
ft ha rah pf Op
4 23
1
7
9195
4 15
6 14
5
5 13
4 15
5
3
3
6 19
7
3
7 10
3
5
2
7
4
6 . 10
5
1 12
Ilkky Garhooll
4
3
1
1
0
7
2
Really MarAdalliii2
,
Tear sismar
25 75 21 $0 * 22 71
Totals
3/ 47 11 27 52 17 13
WIMP
Wimp • Sant Tockes, 34; Jeff Skop' 77; Der Packet, 9; Greg Stephens, 11;
Mom Groves,6; Arrh Mars,4
21 TO 26 16 13
SUP
11 It 10 24-71
Callrer

fe fos

Sart Barrer
Stan Reran
Craig Repro
Emery Erwin

Walter Davis

added 20 points apiece as the
Suns

stopped

New

York's

Just Arrived
Ifilliage Kiel Cigars
Dunhill Cigarettes
English Ovals
Savinelli Pipes

three-game winning streak.

Nuggets 99, Kings 47
Dan Issel won a jump ball
with two seconds left and
tipped it to Tom Boswell, who
beat the buzzer with a layup
for the winning margin as
Denver defeated Kansas City
and moved within three
games of the first-place Kings
in the Midwest Division. The
Nuggets can cut further into
Kansas City's lead tonight,
when the teams go to Denver
to complete their home-andhome series?
Jan 189, takers 185
Pete Maravich scored 27
points and Truck Robinson
had 26 pdints and 24 rebounds
as New Orleans beat Iks
Angeles before a crowd of
31,127 at the Superdome,
25,000 of them courtesy of a
local

shoe

store.

102 N. 5th Street - 753-3174
-Murray's Exclusive Tobacco Shop

Join The Smoke Shoppe Pipe Club
and be eligible for...
Discounted prices on

-inm

pip* of the month"

.-- 10% diserivist on yaw birthday
lay 111 pip., aid pf ow of equal vales—FREE

Store Hoes: 9:30-5:30 Mon.-Sat.
VVotrit For Our Grand Opening Coming Soon!

a
.1"
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Sixth-Ranked Duke Recoups
To Roar Past Davidson 77-59

By the Associated Press
The Blue Devils of Duke
aren't No. 1 in the college
basketball poll anymore, but
now they are playing like it
again, two games too late.
Forward Gene Banks and
center Mike Gminski provided
the spark for Duke Tuesday
night in a 7'7-59 victory over
Davidson. It was a spark that
was missing over the weekend
when the Blue Devils lost on
consecutive nights in the
— ECAC Holiday Festival to
- Ohio State and St. John's,
N.Y., after..squandering huge
leads.
Davidson,
playing
a
slowdown game, trailed only
26-19 at the half. But with
Banks and Gminski playing
aggressive, tough basketball,
Duke, nor7-2, padded the lead
to as many as 24 points in the
second half.

-Neil ranked fifth in The to take a 20-15 16491 with 4:16
Associated Press poll, Duke left before internshadon.
played with a second-half
—1
thought
our
intensity it did now show in the aggressiveness was much
Holiday Festival in New York. better," Foster said, pointing
"In the second half, we to Banks' and Gminski's
didn't want to hold the ball and domination of the boards. "I
get them Davidson) out of thought this was good extheir zone," said Duke Coach perience for us. We made the
Bill Foster. "We could have adjustment to their slowdown
done that with a seven-point without giving them easy
lead, but we wanted to keep shots."
the game going for 40 minutes
In the only other games
and wanted to attack the
basket better than we have in involving ranked teams
Tuesday night, No. 8 North
the last two games."
Carolina State defeated
Banks scored 18 points and Appalachian State 58-50 and
had seven rebounds and St. Joseph's, Pa., upset No. 12
Gminski added 13 points and Georgetown 37-36.
nine rebounds. Guard Jim
N.C. State waged a see-saw
Spanarkel had 15 pci.-its for battle with Appalachian State
Duke.
and the Wolfpack didn't take
John Gerdy had 28 points to the lead for good until midway
lead Davidson, which led through the second half.
much of the first half until the
N.C. State, 9-2, hit nine of 10
Blue Devils went on a 12-2 tear foul shots, several each by

Clyde Austin and Donnie
Perkins, in the final 1:n to
salt the game away. Austin
wound up with 15 points and
Perkins had 14. Renaldo
Lawrence led Appalachian
State with 16 points.

St. Joseph's successfully
employed a stall to edge
Georgetown, now 9-2, which
lost for the first time in 21
games at home. After a 20-20
tie at halftime, St. Joseph's
took its biggest lead, 24-20.

Lichtenberg Names Assistants
By the Associated Press
MOREHEAD, Ky. — The
appointment of four new
assistant football coaches,
three of them newcomers
from Iowa State, have been
announced by Mbrehead State
University head football coach
Tom Lichtenberg.
The fourth is being retained
from the staff of former
Morehead coach Wayne
Chapman, who resigned after
another losing season.
Steve Loney, head coach at

Leavenworth, Kan., High
School and former offensive
coordinator at Missouri
Western College, will be the
new offensive coordinator
Van Rollaway, a member of
the staff at Iowa State and
former head coach at Bethany
College in Kansas, will be
defensive coordinator.
John Fritsch, also of the
Iowa State staff and a former
assistant at Dowling High
School in West 15eS Moines,
Iowa, is the offensive line
coach for Morehead State.

Itkky Goriest)(middle)fights tor rebeeed with Wispo's Ws reckon (44) sod Mork
Mullins in
Ion sight's Laker-Wiwi bet*. Cailowey Comity dropped on 33-71 &doles to
fat.3-7 on the
season.

MARKET
414
FURNITURE
MARKET 414's FRONT PORCH IS NEARING COMPLETION AND WE ARE
STILL ALL- TORN UP—CARPENTERS
RUNNING IN AND OUT, HAMMERS POUNDING AND WE'RE STILL TRYING TO
DO BUSINESS. SO BEAR WITH
US—IT WILL BE WORTH YOU WHILE!
MONARCH SAT180 X
,-SOL1DSTATE COMPLETE
EARLY AMERICAN -LA-Z BOY CHAIRS
QUEEN SIZE
FM/AM STEREO MULTIPLEX

6900

TUNER-AMPLIFIER
One
25th
on
fter
the
•-.
•r
utes
by

COMPARE AT.
$139.0...,

with
said
not
an't
ot of
ut it

$12.00

$

2P1ECF— _

-1159m

SWIVEL ROCKERS
RECLINERS
Wood Arms
Herculon
Covers - Style 842

$219"

SLEEPERS

SOFA & CHAIR

Foam Mattress — Herculon
Cover —2To Choose From
Compare at $219.00

Herculon Cover — Pleated Skirts
Wood Trim
Loose Cushions
Compare at $299.00

17900

GIRARD STEREO OMNI PAC

775M TURN TABLE
COMPARE AT
$6900

LANE ACTION RECLINERS
Wood Arms — Herculon
Covers - Style 1882

_ _

$

$21995
•

(PICK FROM THE STACK)

BOX SPRINGS
3/3 SIZE
YOUR CHOICE

MATTRESSES

$29"

FULL

KROEHLER- 2-PIECE

RECUNERS

EARLY AMERICAN

LIVINGROOM SUITE

Herculon and Vinyl

Herculon Cover — Pleated Skirts

BIG MAN'S CHAIR

REGULAR $549.00

$29"

REGULAR SIZE HOTEL & MOTEL

$7700

BOX SPRINGS or MATTRESS

$3995

6" EXTRA
LENGTH

BASSETT

LIVINGROOM TABLES

•Pecon •Fruitwood •Simulated Marble
REGULAR
$149.00 •

$2200
vu each

BASSETT- BROYHILL-MERSMAN-SINGER

$224°°

ODD TABLES

60% OFF
•

BASSETT 2 PIECE
EARLY AMERICAN

LIVINGROOM SUITE
Quilted Cotton Fabric - Pleated
Skirts - Quail Print
REGULAR $599.00

$275"
BASSETT
4..PIECE

BEDROOM SUITE
Triple Dresser - Mirror 4 Drawer Chest - Queen Bed
Wormy Chestnut
REGULAR

$699.00

$199"

WE WILL DELIVER

F-R-E-E
EVERYTHINc WE

SELL

SET rr UP IN YOUR HOUSE
4N0 MOVE YOUR 01.1100IT.

AMERICAN OF MARTINSVILLE
6 PIECE

BASSETT
5 PIECE

BEDROOM SUITE

BROYHILL
4 PIECE

BEDROOM SUITE

BEDROOM SUITE

Triple Dresser - 2 Mirrors
Amouir Chest - Night Stand
Queen or Regular Bed

Triple Dresser - Mirror - 5 Drawer
Chest - Night Stand - Queen
or Regular Bed

Triple Dresser - Hutch - Mirror
Cannon Ball Bed & Foot Board
Door Chest - Solid Pine

REG. PRICE
$1,200.00

69900

REG. PRICE
$699.00 •

NOW$

$2880°

8 PIECE

DOLLY MADISON

DINING ROOM SUITE

SERVER
BAR PINE OR ~LE

(OVAL TABLE

TWO 12" LEAVES)

6 High Back Chairs - Hutch Base
& Top. Pine Finish.

REGULAR
$199.00

$9900

REG. PRICE
$1099.00
$
•

scam
BABY BEDS
Now.,
$c00
SCHOOL DESKS
GHT
TRABI ON(2 chairs)
FLOWER STANDS Now 1 J
Now

40

$000

Now

SOLID WOOD BAR STOOLS
WITH BRASS RAIL
30 Inch

$3700

$1 COO

$429°°
Market414 \_lormiture
REG
$629.00

8800

VINYL BAR STOOLS

$24
"

CURIO CABINETS

SPECIAL PICTURES

Terry and Geraldine Sykes, Managers
414 N. Market Syeet
a-—Parisi Tenn.
Phone 642-6996
"The Store With the Low Orerhead—.4 vtme Over .5'6" Duck"
41.••

._

Now

$129°'
$700
Now

TERMS ARRANGED
•Lay-aways
•Master Charge
oVISA

Januar)
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ADVERTISED ITEM POW Y
Each of Mese advertised items is required tab,modify crvoilable for sale
in each Kroger store, except as specifically noted in this ad. If we do run
out ofiodvertised item, we will offer you your choice of a comparable
n ovailable, reflecting the some savings or a roincheck which
item,
will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the advertised price
within 30 days

Prices ettective TAN Jan 9th
DusnItty right rosorvod
Copyrtahl 1979

The Kroger Co

U.S.D.A. Grade A
Holly Forms Mixed Ports of

U.S. Gov
'
t. Graded Choice Beef

FRYING
CHICKEN

ROUND
STEAK
fell
Cut

11°6° s
xvoixl
IN 1...r,
u%.
tat WI"
Roust.'sitikv, lows
Iwo O 51Poe
0,401104°

39
1

Knew Gook Style
Serve 11 Save

SLICED
LUNCHMEAT

JUMBO
BOLOGNA

•39
0.$1

$1109

1 lb.

II.

GENUINE LEAN

Ground Chuck

$169
$219

LS.

U.S.GOVT. GRADED(MICE FAMIL1 r

Cube Steak
U.S. Me. I AIPurpose

SUNDAY NOUSE WOOD

Turkeys

LB. $"
1

Final SLICED

Beef Liver

U.S.O.A.GitADE A MOUT FARMS

Fryer Backs
•irmbly compkt, this podood offt WA I. 51101•41 coatoimon
•11•111•4 dimity to Arrow from rolloih forat-Coot fiaborios
•A
ly labelled op•cior. •Opoit doted for •
frosimoso Ara,toble Thursday friday & Saturday Only)

LIL$1 29

Fresh
Ferns Noised

Fresh
Ocean fteddock or

Li.$1 39

WHOLE
CATFISH

FILLETS

FAMILY PA!

FROZEN

Hormel Lasagna

PERCH

$ 69
lb.

$1
II

99

LIMIT 2 BAGS WITH ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
AND COUPON AT TOP OF NEXT PAGE

VICKS
HY UIL

CHOPPED
HAM

$ 29

MISR RORIDA
JUMBO AVOCADOS.

2

$16°

FROM FLORIDA

POLE BEANS

Le.

494

u.

294

HEAD &
SHOULDERS

FANCY SOUTIIIRN

SWEET PORATOES

S16

mix

PASCAL CELERYST21 494
Flux JUICY ie Sill

TANGELOS

8 fie $16°

Fresh Mod

KAISER OR
ONION ROLLS

67

1

Hot Nomestfl•

PLATE
LUNCH
$199
MEAT
1

2 VEG
SALAD
HOT ROLL

'1.00
SAVE
on throe pkgs. of two
60. 75. or 100 watt Eyesaver

WESTINGHOUSE

LIGHT BULBS
with coupon below

istimaximuuDIE]goiliginancumpc
cola
iClliKaTI
:
CIOCHM

711.

E WORTH '1.00 OFF

2 toward the purchase at throe cl plugs at

VICKS
sipv I
06 I
NYQUIL.T1
0
E
with this coupon Limit one
blurred Jan WA

wr

WESTINGHOUSE EYE-SAVER

LIGHT BULBS
with this coupon Lund ono coupon
Evert's' Jan 9th

.994

.19'
:994
.994
59'
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Cislezmiizou74;
CRISCO 3
OIL
C

11ECOST-CUTTF1 COUPON'
U.S. Ns. 1 Al Perms'

--RED
POTATOES
2O$
'
48.
$ Bop

OM
IMO=
mill11111

witIN. esephe ▪
as/ '10 00 adMbesial porllaSs a:doling
Imen prsennal by Ise hal itt Mao Is th• ant if mixes 1
losrChislisc SIO/loct fo amicable wee. Um me comm.
WIN Jah.fth

CUT YOUR FOOD cows!

.11111111

311 61.

with thts coupon and '10 00 *distill.' homilies
exteeding
items prehtbrted By law and in addition Ia the cat 111
WHIM
merchandise Sublect to appticabte taxes Limit IMO sops
Expres Jan 9th

IRMO

amosassinssa•

11111111111111

10 PURCHASE ENTITLES YOU TO REDEEM BOTH COUPONS

Kroger 2%

Texsun Pink

FRESH
MILK

GRAPEFRUIT
JUICE

plastic
gallon

46 oz.
cans

24 oz.
loaves

STOKELY CUT OR FRENCN STYLI

Green Beans
many
Fruit Cocktail

1602.$1
CAMS
o

%.

00

COUNT1Y CLUB

01201ARD KILLS

•

-

+

00
PIGS.

o

2107. 594

ASSORTED STYLES OF

MEG.

mem

STOILEIT
16 OZ.
tun

Whole Tomatoes
enenTRY OWN

2 NA 894 Fruit Pies
'cLit 894 _ G & W Pizza

STOKELY

Sliced Beets..._..

004

74 GAL
CM. 77

Ice Cream

1402.
PKG.

Pretzel Twists
KROGER VEGETABLE

4601.
CAN

Juice Cocktail

794
69'
594

GA
cnt: 794

Buttermilk

-

DOOM RAMS

4

Yubi Yogurt

5100

TU s

KROGER

2"499*

Cottage Cheese

C.J

SAVE

SAVE

20°

Jest Neat & Serve

•

BANQUET
BUFFET SUPPERS
jumbo
16 02.

DURACELL 2 CT..10' OR 'C' CELL OR I CT, 9 VOLT
KROGER 110111STT11 OR MITTIPAILA

AVONDALE FROZEN

TEXAS-STYLE
BISCCUITS

FRENCH
FRIES

1201.
' CAI6

•
Food
"p Slices
Cheese
1°sinGuTP
):.16

1602.$1
PKG.
•

NNW TIXAS stilt

59

19
1201.$1
PKG.
O

'Cheese Spread
,MOM tALAPENO OR

774 OZ. CO(
TWO ea

Pimiento Spread
4c;SWARTERS serum
Impenal Margarine

-

KROGER BROWN 'N SEEM

KRUSTY
ROLLS
BUY ONE 1201.
PKG...79`

El
FRE •

AND GET ANOTHER 1 2 OZ. PKG.

mune PuEni-vnas

VILLAGE MERV

12 CT. 994

Root Beer F oats
I10611 IN
Mixellegetables
OU wuTN
Graham Cracker Crust

20 OZ.
LOAVES

White Bread

25:12x 596

1
Coiintry

694 _IC71;_PeOtiv

594

PKG.

100 CT.
BOX

13 92. $1 00
PUGS.
am
120Z $1 1.10 =
1MGS
▪
wow

Buttercrust Bread

VU

COUPON

3 HOUR FIREPLACE LOG

▪ STERN°
2
= LOGS
2 2007. 88' =

Hot Dog Buns
KROGER WHITE

2001:
PKG.

EACH

CIIIIIIIIIIII-COST,CUTTER

2

Style Rolls

KROGER JR. SANDWICH ItUNS OR

WI' 734

ALAKALINE
BATTERIES
GENUINE
MR.COFFEE
884 FILTERS

CT.
..6CASE

Wen

with this coupon Limit one Expires Jan 9th

LOAVES

i$1 39

511111111111111111111111111111111111Illa

COST CUTTERS!

KROGiet

PORK 'N
BEANS
NOW

*IS
30°

you'll find cost-cutter weekly od specials for extra savings on grocery items, dairy, frozen foods, health &
beauty aids, meats ond produce
WAS
WAS
NOW
WAS
WAVY DUTY
ttal: $ 49
KROGER MANGE
3202
77
JAR 994
LARSEN'S
3202 $
JAR
BLUE PLATE
WAGNER'S
39
71

KROGER

Whole Dills

7 07

KROGER VFNOLE

UI

Kosher Dills

1601.
CANS

KROGE1

Chili With Beanselli

72'

11 7
994
594

Wisk Detergent
Veg-All

Orange Drink

CNN SOY AR DEE

KRAFT JALAPENO OR

Velveeta

NUWE'S

Tomato Sauce

LII
SOX $ 1 73

85
'

Tomato Paste

6 OZ.
C•11 33

COLORS CM DECORATOR

T.
Job Squad Towel1010U
KROGER FROZEN

Leaf Spinach

3 894

71, 67'

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE
WAS
/ $2.67
\\

11 02

PIG

65
'

CAN

Mayonnaise

46% 59

,.)r, CT . (209
sO X •

Tea Bags
DOM (TUFTED

Manzanillo °Frei' ?111

$ 1 69

'1

"?A

$13
'

KROGER DINNER

MACARONI
& CHEESE

LAUNDRY DETERGENT

Super Suds

40 02
110X $ 1 09

DEL MONTT

Spinach

7h6 OZ
CAN

RICHTEX
SHORTENING
NOW

%RS
si.39
4 T OZ.
CAN

DEL ANNFTE

Lima Beans

5½
02css

WAVY DUTY

All Detergent

1770
1110X

101 AUTOMATIC ONNWASHERS
SO 02
BOX

Dish All

26"
37' 3F0.$1
$42
'
$199
89
$1

KROGER

Vac-Pac Coffee
OROGEN HAMBUOGIR

Dill Slices
DEL MONTI

Sliced Peaches
101/2 07

$429

\

119c

DEL MONTI

Fruit Cocktail

NOW

Beans

$179
38
'

1 NM

35
'

DM MONTE

New Potatoes

$129

KROGER

Worchestershire'61194

126 9

$229

2 LB
CAN

53 7

$477

3707
At 974

894

S7x 02
'
CAN 33
8,
4
C0A1N

35'

31'3,41k$1

Instant Potatoes..A

974

•

WAS

si.69
16 07

CAN

954

99 C

2407.MG VALUE SANDWICH

NOW

1 LI
CAN

354
3/$1
79'
89'

le 01
CAN

KROGER FRESN vAC PAC 10SHER
2407
lAR 99
'

KROGER

I'
•

110611110611BBQ

Cookies

Vac-Poc Coffee

27'

14 02
BOX

Icicle Pickles

WAS

ENGLISH
M U!Fit
!NS

JAI

Detergent

*ROGER

KROG1R

3401;79
C

$J09

THE LIGHT ONE

NOW

954

NOW

WAS

$ 1 59

As

WAS
93'

BRIGHT WHITE

55'
$199

81
/
2
' TFOI
CAN 27

ICICLE
PICKLES

NOW

594

Peas & Carrots

12'; OT
\ BOXES

IN-C

Fruit Drinks

$ 39

Breakfast Drink 27 Vit

4111 5 87

Vegetable Oil

KROGER

WAS

NOW

$145
199,
794
$101
$21"

NOW

OIL MONTI

WAS
43`

IINGGER

ASSORTED GRINDS

25' 5.$1

HUNT'S

'A '229

Coffee

$1 49

'm
ni 951

5CAN
05

17 3 $01. $ 1 1 3
PIG.
1

FENNO NAN

WHITER WASPS

Ourex Bleach

Cheese Pizza

NOW

WAS

KROGER POLISH OR DILL

You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our stoore. Plus eoch week
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Deaths And Funerals
Former Resident,
Rex Shackelford,
Dies At Age Of 61

Hollie McCallon's
Services Are Today

Dedication Ceremonies At New
Frankfort Chapel Are Postponed

Rites On Thursday
For Mr. Weatjen

Funeral services for Holhe
E. McCallon, retired farmer
The funeral for Raymond C.
Word has been received et
of Murray Route 1, are being
Waetjen, Sr., will be held
heal today at 2 p.m. at the the death of Rex Shackelford, Thursday at 10t a.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman former resident of Calloway Coles Camp Ground United
Funeral Home with the Rev. County, who died Tuesday at 9 Methodist Church with the
Wayne Carter and the Rev. p.m. at Houston, Texas,.after Rev. Fred French officiating.
Julian Warren officiating and having been released from the
Burial will follow in the
Miss Carolyn Venable as hospital about three hours church cemetery with the
earlier.
organist.
arrangements by the BlalockMr. Shackelford, 61. was a Coleman Funeral Home. No
• Serving as pallbearers are
Rob, Larry, Gerald, Billy, resident of Texarkana, Texas. visitation will be held here.
Eddie, and Joe Pat McCallon, Born Jan. 3, 1917, in Calloway
Mr. Waetjen,Sr.,65, Taylor,
all grandsons. Burial will County, he was thesson of the Mich., died Thursday in an
follow
in the Goshen late John Shackeford and airplane crash at Portland,
Mary B. Wilcox Shackelford.
Cemetery.
Oregon. His wife, the former
Survivors include his wife, Josephine Cain of Calloway
Mr. McCallon, 86, died
Mrs. Ernestine Shackeford, County, died Dec.13,1977.
Monday at 9:50 a.m. at the
-one step daughter, me step
His survivors include four
Murray-Calloway County
son, and three step grand- sons, two step sons, one sister,
BATTLING BEARS - Two bear cubs mix it up in their
Hospital.
children, all of Texas; one and one brother.
He is survived by his wife,
cage at Washington Park Zoo in Portland, Ore.
sister, Mrs. Louise Stephens,
Mrs. Esther Hays McCallon;
San Remo,Calif.; one brother,
two sons, James, Murray
Dr. Richard Max Shackelford,
• Route
and
Ralph,
7.
Madison, Wis.; three aunts,
Louisville; three sisters, Mrs.
Mrs. Sonova Dodd and Mrs.
Clay Smith, Mrs. Joyce
Frances Wilcox, Murray, and
Beach, and Mrs. Paul Pierce,
Mrs. Dora Edmonds, Calvert
all of the Kirksey community;
City; three uncles, Tipton
15 grandchildren; 27 great
Wilcox, Murray, Ruben
grandchildren; two great
Wilcox, Princeton, and Dewey
(AP )
- Wayne Gacy's home, where two
CHICAGO
great grandciiildren.
other young men, which
Shackelford, Michigan;
Investigators say the ground the remains of 27 young males
authorities say are linked to
several cousins, many of them
beneath a northwest suburban have been uncovered.
Gacy, were found in the Des
of Murray and Calloway
home, site of the nation's
Sgt. Howard Anderson, Plaines River. Only six of the
County.
'
— worst mass murder ef the supervisofoTtbe Cook Counti- viainis had been
Funeral and burial services
identified by
century, has probably yielded sheriff's
northern
in- Tuesday, according to Dr.
will be held in Texarkana,
its last body.
vestigations unit, said snow Robert stein, .the.Texas.
county
However, authorities said removal and cleanup. -work medical
examiner.
Tuesday
they
will occupied much of the day
The 36-year-Id contractor
Coy Andrus, 114 North 19th4
doublecheek the area with Tuesday. Crews working at_. and convicted
sex offender
Street, Murray, died Tuesday.
'
r
heat sensors to make sure _--_-Gacy's home contended with:-_has been charged
with murder
at 2:40 p.m: at the 'Murraythey have unearthed all the subzero temperatures and in the death
of Robert Piest,
Final rites for Mrs. Ronald
- --Calloway.County Hospital.
skeletons buried...OF John .about nine inches of snow.
15; of Des Plaines. Piest's
The deceased, 79, was (Nancy) Jones were held
•.
"I don't-think they expect to body has not been found.
Tuesday
at
2.
p.m.
at
the
,-assistant superintendent of
anything more," said
According to published
die-Graves County School chapel of the J. H. Churchill
•
'
--Anderson. "They will go back reports, police have said Gacy
Funeral
Rev.
Home
the
with
_Kyatem for several years and
butabviLi-fa ICY. (AP)- over ground that hasn't been
acknowledged killing up to 32
USDA - Cattle' 1500;
wes 21 member of the First James T. Garland officiating.
Pallbearers were Mike slaughter steers and heifers dug up yet, the less promising boys and young men after he
Baptist Church, Mayfield.
areas They just want to had sex with them
Born Aug. 24, 1899, in Graves Barnett, Sammy Parker, steady; cows 1.00 higher; doublecheck."
The body total linked to the
./ero
ome
.
„,
Higginbotha
.
.m,
_Gary hulls 2.00 higher; calves -and
'County, be was the son of the.,
Meanwhile,a source Close to Gacy investigation has surmerman, P
Jones, - -vealers steady; feeder steers the
late Voris -.Andrus aad
investigation, who asked_ passed the 26 bodies found
Andrus. ---.--Ben Hankins. Burial waa=
in a
7..on_der 000 lb 2.0141*Murphy
.
higher; _net to be identified, salt,
Houston homosexual-torture
the
Murray
in
City
Cemetery. - other • steers and heifer, don't
Mr. Andrus is survived by
plan to check out a • ring in 1973, and the bodies of
Mrs. Jones, 40, died steady;
his wife, Mrs. Clara Mathis
report by a carpenter of a foul 25 mutilated fruit pickers
Saturday
at
a.m.
8:30
after
.
slaughter steers choice 2-3--"mien
Andrus; step daughter,-Mrs.
coming from the, found in Yuba City, Calif.
Louis Eitz, Jr., Memphis, suffering injuries in an 1010-1250 lb 56.25-56,50; mired basement of an ice
cream
Farm labor contractor Juan
automobile
accident
on
good Enid choice 1220-1245 lb parlor
Terui.; step son James H.
and bakery he and Corona was convicted in the
. .00; good 900-1175 lb
Marion, Va. 54.70-55
Johnson, Mayfield. _Route.,_t
Gacy remodeled two years California deaths. However,
. Euphrey She was we rormer Nancy 52.7543.75;
three sisters, Mrs.
ago.
Corona's case and that of
Smotherman,
1957
graduate of
boon, Mrs. J. D.
Slaughter heifers choice 2-4
• (Nova)
The
Amer wayne
Lynn
Grove
High
School,
and
y,con120_975
54.75_55.
50;
good
Boo_
(Mable) Outland, and Mrs.
lb
learned the smell tame not victed of complicity in six of
Jake (Alene) Dunn, and two now a resident of FalLston, 900 lb 52.00-53.00; cows
from corpses, but from a the Houston murders, have
brothers, Carney and Stanford Md.
commercial 49.00-50.00; utility
cracked sewer tile that was been overturned and sent back
Survivors
are
her
husband,
Andrus, all of Murray.
47.00-54.75; cutter 44.00-50.00; .
later replaced.
to district courts for re-trials.
The funeral will be held Ronald Jones, and two sons, canner and cutter under 800 lb- The bodies found at Gacy's
Steven
and
Gacy is in police custody
Alan
Jones,
Thursday at 2 p.m.. at the
38.00-44.00;
residence
were
buried and is currently undergoing a
chapel of the J. H. Churchill Fallston, Md., who were also
Slaughter bulls 1320-1495 lb
psychiatric
Funeral Home with the Rev. injured in the accident; her 83150-67.25; 1-2 1185-1400 lb beneath his ranch-style home courtordered
John Huffman of Mayfield and mother, Mrs. Holmes ( Lowes 56.50-60.00; choice 140-330 lb and his garage. The bodies of evaluatiao.
the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker of Paschall Smotherrnon ) Coats, vealers 77.00-93.00; prime
Murray officiating. Burial will Louisville; one sister, Mrs. 105.00; good and choice 65.00follow in the Murray City Glen Barnett, Hazel; one 77.00; choice 300-455 lb calves
brother, Jimmy Smothermon, 65.00-72.50; feeder
Cemetery.
steers
Friends may call at the Eddyville.
choice 300-400 lb 78.00-87.75;
funeral home after 2 p.m.
400-500 lb 75.00-82.00; 500-655 lb
today Wednsay.(
68.00-76.00; mixed good and
Prices of stock of WWI interest at
choice 300-500 lb 68.00-78.00;
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- outside work.
noon. EDT, today, fbed to the
Ledger & Ilmes bj Fri at Michigan, 500-725 lb 58.00-68.00; good 440- The •state . Department
-Wear several layers of
' for
Corp.,of Murray, are asiflows
600 lb 55.00-62.25; 600470 lb Human
light, loose clothing that will
Resources
has
some
Industrial Average
*3.47 50.00-58.00; heifers choice 300pointers for avoiding frostbite trap air instead of one bulky,
31eac 500 lb 67.00-72.50; 500-660 lb - the most simple and ob- constricting garment.
Air Products
Ansencan Motors
3 4% 59.00-68.00; mixed good and
vious of which is "keep
-Wear underclothing made
Ashland Oil
30% 405
Federal-State Market News Service
American lelephone
IP% 405 choice 400-738 lb 56.50-67.00;
warm."
or lined with cotton, which
Bonanza
January 3, 1179
47411514A
Hogs.. 1200; 500 feeder pigs;
"However, you must protect absorbs perspiration.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Chrysler
9% 405
Ford Motor
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
4% +5. barrows and gilts 25 lower; 1-2
yourself not only from the cold
-Wear clothing with wool
Receipts. A. CO Eat 500 Barrows &
GAF
12+05 200-230 lb 50.50-50.70; 1-2 230but from other conditions that or polyester down linings,
_ ..
General Care
Gilts 0-75.
11% #46
lower Sows steady mostly
General Dynamics
21101 451 240 lb 50.00-50.50; 240-260 lb
80 aigneetisawom *110 higher
increase the loss of body heat which retain some protective
General.Motors
5505 405 49.25-50.00; 200-230 lb 50.00LIS 1-2 XID-13Ibi.
$49.00-49.25
- moisture and wind," said value when wet; cotton and
General Tire
US231/141411163.
2189a Me
j4175-49.40
Goodrich
SW .+411 50.50; 230-260 lb 49.00-50.00; 2-3
L1111411131111111115
947.75-48.75
Dr. C. Hernandez, director of goose or duck down do not.
Hardee
11'4 +41s, 285-300 lb 47.00-47.75; sows
1411111111bs.
948.79-17.75
the preventive services
-Layers of wool or syn27%e
He ublein
SOWS .
30P4 +305 1.00-2.00 higher; 1-2 320-400 lb
IBM
1411241/114.
' $40.0941.00
division.
down between unthetic
Pen n wait
ari
US 143/04111as
ne 00-41 00
43.00-44.00; 400-500 lb 44.00"The dangers of exposure to derwear, plus an outer layer
-23 +"
Quaker Oats
US 1-34_111M1r.
$41.00-42.00
Tappan
1105 At 45.00; 500-610 lb 44.75-45.50;
US 1.311111111111M4 ..2142.00-4410 few 45 00
wet ground, snow and rain are of water-repellant and winTexaco
14 unc boars over 300 lb 36.75-38.25;
113.11/11.1911s.
6%00-3900
obvious, but the real danger dproof covering are essential
Wal
.
Mart
+4
ow
Bairs111.1/481
Sheep 25; untested.
wwwtaa_-_
'." •
211%113114A
comes from perspiration," for outside work on cold days.
Hernandez said. "When
-While water-repellant
working outside, wetness can clothing
necessary,
is
sneak up on you."
waterproof clothing may be
Hernandez lists 10 rules to hazardous because it holds in
follow to help prevent frost- the moisture produced by your
bite:
body.
-Take special care to open
-For proper protection of
op remove articles of clothing your feet, wear two pairs of
as you grow warm and add or socks, both wool or one cotton
button clothing as you grow and the other wool, and wellcold.
fitting boots high enough to
-Take the wind into con- protect your ankles.
sideration when dressing for
-Mittens provide better
protection for hands than
gloves. •
-It is very important that
clothing is not tight-fitting.
Any tight fitting clothaig increases the risk of frostbite by
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( Al'
Democratic gubernatorial hampering the flow of blood to
candidate Terry McRrayer the arms or legs.
said today that. eastern
Kentucky coal operator Paul
Patton will serve as cochairman of his campaign. •
McBrayer told a news
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) —
conference that Patton, owner
Taylor, 31, has been
Tam
of Kentucky-Elkhorn Coal Inc.
the new editor of
1 at Virgie, will advise him on named
morning
problems and concerns in the Henderson's
newspaper,
Gleaner,
The
eastern part of the state.
Patton originally expressed Publisher Walt Dear anan interest in running for nounced.
Taylor was a member of the
governor himself, saying he
news staff from
Gleaner
Me Star* For M•rt
understood eastern Kentucky
September 1988 until June of
problems
better
Confer
than
Ifel-Afr
oeher
this year, when he accepted
candidates.
The other co-chansnen of the position of managing
McBrayer's campaign are editor of the Elizabeth City,
Advance.
Madisonville Mayor Charlotte N.C., Daily
As Gleaner editor Taylor
Baldwin and House Majority
succeeds Ron Jenkins, who
Leader Bobby Richardson

Last Body Probably Found At
Mass Murder Site In Picago

Coy Andrus Dies At
Hospital; Funeral
Scheduled Thursday

Mrs. Ronald Jones'
Fineratan Tuesday

Livestock Market-

Lnterstate--,81_at_

Stock Market

PoiniiriTorihibiding
Frostbite Are Offered

Purchase Area
Hog Market

King's Den

Storewide Winter

Clearance Sale

McBrayer Names
Patton To Staff

Now Going On
Save Up To

A

Tom Taylor Named
Henderson Editor

,Or More

K1 N G

DEN

resigned.

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Martin Van Buren, 13 U.S. 1820-24; James T. Morehead,
Frankfort Cemetery's newly Senators, 10 chief justices of 1834-36; Robert P.
Letcher,
restored chapel is ready for the Kentucky court of appeals, 1840-44; John Jordon
Crik
use but dedication services eight Ininisteril to foreign Leaden, 1848-50; Charles
S.
originally set Dec. 10 have countries, nine state attorneys Morehead, 1855-59; Luke
P.
been postponed until spring general, and 12 Kentucky Blackburn, 187943; Simon
due to recent flooding in the secretaries of state.
Bolivar Bucknes,. 1887-91;
zapital.
Frankfort Cemetery is also William 0. Bradley, 1896-99;
Gov. Julian Carroll had the final resting place for 14 William
Goebel,
1900;
been scheduled to speak Kentucky
governors: Augustus 0. Stanley, 1915-19;
during the dedication.
Christopher Greenup, who. Edwin P. Morrow, 1919-23;
The
Romanesque-style served from 1804-438; Charles and Simeon Willis, 194347.
chapel, built in 1890, is listed in Scott, 1806-12; John Adair,
the National Registry of
Historical Places. In the past,
the chapel was used for
funeral services but since 1938
it had been utilized as a
storage building.
Restoration of.the structure
was financed with $45,000
from the governor's contingency fund and coordinated
The Bread for the World, not distribute food; but for
by the Garden Club of FrankCalloway
County Chapter, will direct aid the chapter
fort.
Frank
Roberts and the recommends your church or
have
Work on the project began
Frank
Bratt
Rev.
as leaders church related agency. On
two years ago but was slowed
regular
monthly public policy efforts Bread for
the
for
when the chapel's stained
meeting set for Thursday, the World works cooperatively
glass windows were stolen in
with all church denominations
1977 shortly after the panes Jan. 4, at 7:30 p.m. in the as well as other groups with
library
Christian
First
the
of
were releaded and put hack in
concern about hunger," the
Church.
place.
Roberts
will
discuss chapter _offi_cials
Rather than spend $10,000 to
Chapters 3 and 4 of the book,
replace the stolen stained
Rich Christians In An Ate-of- the chapel now has
Hunger by Ronald J. Sider,
amethyst artgLsss windows,
and the Rev. Brett will lead
said Mrs. William K. Bodell,
the group in more Biblical
chairman of the Garden Club
studies on the world hunger
project.
issues and Christian lifestyle.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)Restoration also included
Mrs. Margaret Porter Kentucky Human Resources
installing new pews and a new
serves as the Ad Hoc chair- Secretary Peter Conn
has
floor, refurbishing the portico
man of the local chapter.
scheduled a news conference
with cement and pebble stone,
"Bread for the World is a Thursday to talk about child
and repair of the slate roof.
Christian citizen?' movement abuse - which apparently
General contractor for the
seeking ogveriunental policies becomes worse during the
work was White and Congleton
that address the basic causes winter.
of Lexington.
of hunger world-wide. The
Conn will give tips for
The Frankfort Cemetery major effort
for 1979 is to parents and describe a public
chapel, which seats 75-100 revise foreign
aid legislation relations campaign planned
people, will again be used for so that the United States
food by the Human Resources
funeral services and for small and development
aid enables Department to combat to
club meetings, said Mrs. the
poor to become more selfcombat child abuse.
Bode!!. Anyone wishing to u0i --reliant in producing
their own
Human
A
Resources the building can contact food, and more
able to work
spokesman says reports of
caretaker James Corzine.
._jbeir own way out of hunger, child abuse
built up last winter
The cemetery 'contains thl" _ poverty, and dependency,"
a during January and February
graves of pioneers Daniel and
chapter spokesman said.
- and reached a peak in March.
Rebecca Boone, who were
Chapter officials said The spokesman, Joan Rhiem,
reinterred there on Sept. 13, "Bread for the World through
says this apparently was
1845, from gravesites in
its research and action will because children were home
Missouri.
also focus on other hunger much of the time due to the
Several former state and
related issues such as trade severe winter weather and
national office holders are
agreements, land use, in- school closings.
buried there. including Vice
vestment, and unemployment'Conn's news conference will
President Richard Mentor
both here and abroad."' •
be at 10:30 a.m. EST at the
Johnson; who served under
"Bread for the World
does Health Services Building.
_

1

Bread For The World
To Meet This Thursday
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Kenton Predicts Session Will
Be 'Extremely Tough On Taxes'
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Xy. CAP) —
House Speaker -William
Kenton has predicted that the
special session of the General
Assembly will be "extremely
tough on taxes," but that it
won't last more than a month.
Kenton said in a telephone
interview Tuesday that he has
been working with other
legislative leaders on a
program of tax relief,
highlighted by lowered state
property taxes.
Kenton said he expects their
proposals to be submitted to
the House Democratic caucus
for approval sometime after
the General Assembly convenes Monday. If a majority
of Democrats concur in the
program, the legislation could
presumably be enacted more
quickly than if several dewere
proposals
ferent
debated.
Gov. Thelma Stovall,
who called the special session
in Gov. Julian Carroll's absence, listed six issues including tax relief but has said
—

Aliens Here
Expected To
Report Address

Package With Easter Dress Was Well-Traveled

she will not submit specific
legislation to the General
Assembly.
Unlike some critics of the
lieutenant governor's move
who have said politics will
make this legislative session
less than effective, Kenton
believes the
he
said
Legislature will take a
"tough"- approach to taxcutting.
"I anticipate an austere
approach," he said.
He said that, for example,
House leadership's
the
program includes a ceiling on
property taxes, which would
force local governments to
curtail spending.
Kenton also said that
despite Carroll's addition of 14
new issues to the call, the
Legislature proably would be
able to conclude its business in
four weeks.
He noted that the General
Assembly usually considers
1,300 • pieces of
about
legislation in a normal 60-day
session.
A strong supporter of annual
sessions, Kenton said the fact
that special sessions held this

year and in 1977 have in effect
given Kentucky annual
legislative sessions doesn't
eliminate the need for
regularly scheduled annual
sessions.
He said regularly scheduled
sessions would provide a more
orderly process and more
time for preparation. He said
the present biennial sessions
deprive lawmakers of sufficient time to study proposed
legislation.
Kenton said he hopes voters
will ratify a constitutional
amendment on the ballot next
November to reschedule the
date of legislative elections to
allow lawmakers a full year of
committee work before
meeting in session to enact
laws.
The amendment, sponsored
by Kenton, provides for the
election of legislators in
November, for a brief
legislative organizational
. following
meeting_ the
Januaiy. followed-hy a yeirof
The
work.
committee
legislators would reconvene in
regular session the following
year.

Abusive Couples Have
A Lot To Argue About

Say you haven't received
that Christmas package the
relatives assured you they
mailed long before the
holidays!
If you haven't, maybe it'll
come in the next few days.„
Hopefully that package
won't go the route experienced
by Carol Gibson, who lives at
Bremen in , Mublenberg
County, who mailed an Easter
dress to her niece, Kimberly
Poole, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Rob Poole, Route 4,
Murray.
That package spent almost
half a year in the mail and
went on a 7,000 mile detour *0
boot — all the way to England
and back.
"That package was in rough
condition when we received it.
It had all kinds of marking on
it," Mrs. Poole said.
Mrs. Poole said the foidup
may have happened when her
sister addressed the package
in care of her mother "Mrs.
Gracie England" who lives in
Murray.
Mrs. Poole said her sister
mailed the package last
March, about the time
everyone was digging out
from record snowfalls here
and mail delivery in the
county was often erratic due
to bad driving conditions for
mail carriers.
The package Carol Gibson
mailed contained a handmade
Easter dress for little Kimberly. It cost $1.94 to mail.
"I'd never had any trouble
with mailing things before,"
Mrs. Gibson said in an earlier
interview with the Greenville
Leader News.
checked
sisters
The
periodically on the package.
They said at the Bremen
Post Office the problem was
probably at the office at St.
Louis," Mrs. Gibson said. She
called and wrote to post offices at St. Louis and Memphis, seeking information on
the package, but to no avail.
"I knew that somewhere,
someone was wearing the
little outfit that I made for ray
niece. I was sick. We had
checked in so many places,"
Mrs. Gibson said.
Fall came and the sisters
had all but forgotten the
package when Mrs. Poole's
mother caned and-Mk the'
package had arrived. It was
almost November by then —
the package had traveled the
mails a full seven months,
Birmingham,
to
clear
England.
English postal workers
added some helpful hints to
the package wrappings;

Edwin Chauvin, Jr., district
director of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service
District Office in New Orleans
"Every time there is
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
today urged all aliens who
in the paper about
something
the
of
time
worst
This is the
haven't done so, to fill out
year for abusive couples, battered women, the response
their yearly alien address _because there are so many is overwhelming," Ms. Cook
report.
things to argue about,says the said. "They pour into
Forms can be obtained at chairman of a committee (Lexington's) YWCA. They
the Post Office or ,at any
working to establish a shelter come in cars, buses, trucks,
Immigration - and
any way they can get here,
here for battered women.
Naturalization Service Office,
because they think they will
powder
a
on
sitting
"We're
Chauvin pointed out the law keg and the fuse is lit," said find shelter and protection
requires all aliens, except Patsy Cook, co-chairman of here."
report the YWCA Program ComThe committee has received
^_certain diplomats, to
their addresses to the mittee for Services to Bat- grants of $30,000 from- the
Government every January, tered Women.
Lexington-Fayette County
and that not reporting can
Three major factors spark Council, plus a $68,000 grant
result in penalties as severe as violence at this time of year, from the Kentucky Crime
deportation.
Commission to operate the
she said:
Chauvin added that parents
—Children are home from shelter.
Ms. Cook said another
or guardians of children who school and underfoot, which
are not citizens are respon- can become unbearable for $55,000 in cash or donations is
needed for food, linens,
sible for complying with this some parents;
law.
—Individuals prone to cleaning supplies and other
"Fulfilling the obligation is. depression tend to be more perishables before the shelter
not difficult. Any Post Office --severely depressed after -the-- -eon open,- The t'amm ittpp also
POETRY*AWARD
office holidays, and may express needs money or donations for
Immigration
or
API —
YORK
NEW
provides the appropriate their mood through violent furniture.
author of
Miles,
Josephine
The YWCA also is looking
form. Simply fill it out and outbursts.
nine books of poetry, has been
return it personally to any
—Holiday bills come due in for volunteers to assist women awarded the Fellowship of the
Service office or place a January and can precipitate who tome to the shelter.
of American Poets.
Susan Warren, acting Academy
stamp on it and, drop it in a bitter family arguments.
is the 37th
Miles
Miss
mailbox."
The city has approved a director of the shelter,' said American poet to receive the
Chauvin stated that in view conditional
permit statistics indicate that from*
use
fellowship, which brings with
of the seriousness of the allowing the YWCA to operate to 60 percent of American
it an award of $10,000. Among
penalties provided for, he a retreat for battered women women have been physically
previous recipients of the
all
husbands.
their
by
abused
strongly recommends
near the downtown area, and
were Robert Frost, W
sward
The FBI has said that
aliens to comply, and com- although the shelter is not yet
lliam.Carlos Williams, Louise
the
is
probably
as
abuse
form
spouse
necessary
plete the
operating, the YWCA has
Bogan, Ezra Pound, and
soon as possible, if they have received many requests for most underreported crime in
Marianne Moore.
the
country.
so.
not yet done
help.

7

unusual journey — little
Kimberly will be too big by
then to wear it, Mrs. Poble
says.
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MODELS WELL-TRAVELED DRESS'— Kimberly Poole, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rob Poole, Route 4, Marray, is
shown here modeling the well-traveled Easter dress her aunt, Carol Gibson, mailed from Bremen, Kentucky. The
package spent a number of months in the mail, going to England in the process before coming back to Murray.

Well, open a savings account at Home Federal so you won't
have this problem next year or even 10 years from now.

Lhe TAPPIM
Lomany
SENTINEL SERVICE
A Division oi

•••I

year.
But by the time next Easter
rolls around the dress will only
be good for memories of its

phrases like •'hlissent to pencil"TRY KENTUCKY."
Mrs. Poole took some picEngland,"..."Return To USA,
Murray, Kentucky,"...and one tures of her 'daughter
Instruction written with a bold modeling the dress late last

the Tappan Campim

Our nationwide sentinel service organization includes more than 4000
authorized service agencies throughout 50 states to provide service
when you need it. For service on all your Tappan Appliances in the
Murray Area, call The Tappan Co., 502-753-1250 Monday thru Friday
7:00 a.m.-4:00p.m.

*Certificates of Deposit
TeIrn

Annual Rate

Net Annual Yield

8-10 years 8.00% 8.33%
6-7 years 7.75% 8.06%
4 years 7.50% 7.79%
2 years 6.75% 6.98%
/
21
1-2 years 6.50% 6.72%

Golden Eagle Passbook

tilli2=Ue

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000

•Substontial interest penalty required on early voithdrovral from CD s

90-Day Notice
Annual Rate

Net Annual Yield

5.75% 5.92°c
sioo minimum dep.
Regular Passbook
Day in-Day out
Annual Rote

Net Annual Yield

5.39%
5.25%
s1.00 minimum 4ep.

All savings occounts are COMPOUNDED DAILY

1 The place where thousands ore saving millions"
:

Tappan
Appliance Service

HOME FEDERAL
SAVINOS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
.
••
AH,KY.
,
PADVC
"3 Paducah locations plus an office in Murray and La Center."
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Vietnamese Forces And Communist Rebels -- 7;- '
Reported Moving Into Northeast Cambodia

River, Mass.,
CHEERY WINNERS — B.M.C. Durfee High School cheerleaders, of Fall
competition.
cheering
a
of
winners
announced
were
they
as
cheer
give a jump and a
by the
More than 50 schools participated in the week-long contest, sponsored
Bureau.
Safety
Highway
Massachusetts Governors'

Tenn-Tom Construction Moves
Rapidly Toward Completion
The past year saw the of the House Appropriations
Construction of the Tenof one completed lock Committee, said recently that
opening
nessee - Tombigbee Waterway
jobs and personal income
continues to move rapidly and dam at Gainesville, from construction of the
(at
others,
Two
Alabama.
toward completion, with
waterway is bringing untold
approximately one-third of the Aliceville, Al. and Columbus, benefits and hope to people in
the
in
completed
be
will
Miss.)
total estimated cost of the
coming year and a fourth at one of the roost economically
prnject now under contract.
is about half deprived areas of the country.
The past year has alas seen Aberdeen, Miss.
three BevW said he believes it is
Additionally;
completed.
the 232-mile waterway gain
other locks are under con- much better for these workers
distinction as a national model
Of the remaining to be employed on waterway
struction.
project according to Kentucky
be placed under construction at averages from
-• Governor Julian Carroll, - three still to
the Bay 912,000 to $15,000 annually
largest,
the
contract,
outgoing chairman of the
will be rather than getting $7,000 to
Dam,
and
Lock
Springs
Tennessee - Tombigbee
let to contract in early 1979. $8,000 for doing nothing.
Waterway Authority. The
To ensure that the economic
Bay Springs Lock and Dam,
Tennessee-Tombigbee is a
of gains _made during conend
near
located
the-north
national showttase of hciw
the project, is the largest on struction of the waterway
public works investments can
waterway with a lift of 84 continue after it is completed,
the
achiesie.social and economic
a waterway corridor study is
feet
,
• goiN, Carroll said.
underway to assist the entire
the
of
A major portion
As America's . newest
in the Divide region In preparing to take full
located
is
project
navigable river, the TenCut segment in northeast advafitage of the impending
nessee-Tombigbee will conIt is here that growth. Additional research
nect the Tennessee River with-: Mississippi.
work remains to and studies involving identhe
of
much
the Tombigbee-Black Warriorsites,,
system, which is siceady_heslone,.as_an_ estimated isp tification of industrial
port development, manpower
yards of_il
cubic
lion
111navigable to the Gulf of
materials must be excavated training and other mionomic
Mexico via the Port of Mobile.
the high divide growth-related factors are in
from
new
The
waterway,
the Tennessee and progress.
separating
paralleling the borders of
Support for the $1.6 billion
Rifeebasiris.
Tombigbee
Mississippi and Alabama, will
continues to grow
waterway
the
In the 30-mile stretch of
provide the connecting link to
as Its :potential benefits
Tishomingo
in
located
Divide,
over 16,000 miles of inland
is become more widely known,
in
middle County, Miss., $166 million
waterways
under contract or according to the chairman of
already
America.
During the coming the Tennessee-Tombigbee
By about this time next completed.
$332 million in Authority. Total projected
over
year,
year, the lower 100 miles of the..
be aw rded in benefits now exceed $100
will'
contracts
Tennessee - Tombigbee
sectio with thillion annually, including
Waterway will be open to this Divide Cut
ex ted transportation, recreation,
contract
one
single
limited .navigationL7 ;acmillion. By- and area redevelopment,
cording to Carroll. r'Tiiis to exceed $200
of the work Carroll said.
94
cent
per
spring,
the
Tennesseemeans
These benefits do not inbe under
will
Tombigbee will then be in the Divide
clude the anticipated new and
contract.
navigable from just south of
In conjuction with con- expanded industry which is
Columbus, Mississippi to
of the Tennessee- already beginning to locate
struction
Demopolis, Alabama.
the states of along the waterway. ApTombigbee,
The Tennessee-Tombigbee
Mississippi are proximately $2 billion in inand
Alabama
Authority,
Waterway
of roads, dustrial expansion has been
a
number
relocating
headquartered in Columbus,
lines and major recorded along the waterway
Mississippi, is is five-state utilities
Alabama,one of its corridor since construction
In
bridges.
compact composed of the
new
bridges across the began in 1972. Projections call
states of Alabama, Florida, three
open to traffic, for 135,000 new jobs along the
is
waterway
Kentucky, Mississippi and
under con- waterway impact area by the
a
second
with
Tennessee,formed to promote
bridge year 2000.
The
third
struction.
development of the TenAnother benefit is the
during
be
will
constructed
nessee-Tombigbee Waterway.
its enhancement of land values as
of
two
In
Mississippi,
1979.
Congress continued its
are complete; two a result of the waterway. In
support for Tennessee- ten bridges
under
construction Alabama and Mississippi,
are
more
Tombigbee by approving $156
six bridges hundreds of acres of nonthe
remaining
and
million -for work in fiscal year
to contract productive land have long lain
go
to
are
scheduled
1979, making the total
Tennessee-Tombigbee
1979. The total cost of idle,
during
Congressional appropriation
and Officials said. Stimulated by
in
Mississippi
bridges
for construction to date
Alabama is expected to ex- the waterway, land values are
$603,950,000.
increasing as idle land is
$140 million.
ceed
As 1978 draws to a close, the
are converted to more productive
3,000
workers
Over
amount of work under conin jobs related to agricultural, industrial and
tract or completed on the employed
of this massive commercial uses, it was
construction
waterway totals over $488
project. pointed out.
resource
water
million, of which apMississippi Senator John C.
conpaid
wages
Average
proximately $84 million is
in the Stennis, 30 year veteran
workers
struction
completed. By next summer,
project are between $12,030 to member of the Public Works
work on the waterway is
SubAppropriations
$15,000
annually.
expected to approach the $1
af- committee, said that he is
workable
A
strong,
billion mark, with eight of the
confident that President
•ten locks and dams under firmative action program Carter's new budget will inthe
Tennesseeon
instituted
construction or completed.
Tombigbee has resulted in clude full funding for the
meaningful employment for Tenn-Tom — marking the
PROJECT
many minorities and other third time in two years that
INDEPENDENCE
disadvantaged . persons. the President has approved
What is Project
Unprecedented policies and the waterway.
year, Congress
Each
Independence?
procedures have been imworks
examines public
local
promote
to
plemented
InProject
apduring
projects
-hiring
minority
employment,
dependence is a
Stennis
propriations
hearings.
of
small
and
utilization
demonstration project
businesses, include stressed economic
for the elderly in the
minorities, in construction of justification of the TennesseeJackson Purchase. It
the waterway. Additionally, Tombigbee based on the
is designed to help
some construction work is success of other federally
older persons remain
being set aside for small financed waterways. He said
in their own homes as
businesses, with all major he does not know of any major
an alternative to eninstitutional
tering
contracts including provisions water project that has failed
facilities.
that certain percentages of the to pay off far above exWho is eligible? ,
work be subcontracted to pectations.
minority firrns.
Persons who:
1. Are 6ke 60 or
Because of this program,
older, AND
MISS YOUR PAPER?
the Tennessee-Tombigbee
2. Need services to
Waterway has been selected
Sobscribers who bey, net
remain in their homes
as a model program in the
received Hreie hems delivered
(such as househOld
federal government. At the
copy el The Worry Ledger &
chores, nieals, health
request of President Garter,
needs, transportation
the., by 530 p.m. M11014/f/
action
an
affirmative
and others), AND
iridey et by 3:30 p.m. so Soho
guideline book, based on th.3. Can not get the
days ere wiped te d 751.1•14
Tenn-Tom program,.will
service,' from any
4-p.m..
betossee St30 pm•compiled.by It. US. Army.
Other soiu-c(t.'
Monday Friday, et 3:30 p.m.
use
of
for
Corps
in
Engineers
have
you
and 4 rot Sorsodelps", re Were
guiding ._ other_ federal,
about
questions
across
projec&
and
programs
delivery if Hie newspaper Colts
Independence
Project
the nation.
seer be planed by a p.m. womb
call Bonnie Ashby at
Congressman Tom Bevil! of
drys ro 4 pass Sertenleys is
753-5362.
Alabama, chairman of the
poolootee
Public Works Subcommittee

the Vietnamese, Moscow's Radio Hanoi, said its
Southeast Asian allies. He said representatives were visiting
llberated zones" in the
the invaders were supported
by MiG-19 and MiG-21 pursuit northeast to encourage
bombers and "four-motor residents to greater efforts
against the Phnom Penh
bombers."
Ieng Sary, whose gfivern- regime.
The Front claims the
ment is supported by China,
said in a message to U.N. allegiance of large segments
SecretaryGeneral Kurt
Walciheim the invaders were
trying to take over Cambodia
ELKTON, Ky. (AP) —
to further a Kremlin program
hearings for four perCourt
in
expansionism
"global
of
sons,charged in separate drug
Southeast Asia."
Bangkok analysts say and bootlegging raids have
thelbasic strategy of the been delayed until this month.
A spokesman in Todd
campaign against the Phnom
Court said a hearing
District
Penh regime is for Vietnamese forces to tackle the had been set Jan. 18 for Curtis
toughest Cambodian op- Rager, about 60; his wife,
position and let the insurgents Christine, and Robert Powell.
The three are charged with
of the United Front do the rest.
possessing
and
The Front, which announed selling
were
its formation a month ago we marijuana. They

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) the main highway from
— Vietnamese forces and Phnom Penh to northeast
Communist Cambodian rebels Cambodia. But analysts in
sponsored by them were Bangkok
believe North
reported within 45 miles of Vietnamese forces are doing
Phnom Penh today, cutting off the fighting, and the Camanother large section of bodian rebels are mopping up
northeast Cambodia from the behind them.
Communist government in the
Cambodian President Khieu
Samphan charged on Monday
capital.
A broadcast by the rebel that after three years of
United Front for National border warfare and an unSalvation said its troops successful invasion offensive
crossed the Mekong River and late in 1977, the North Vietsurrounded Kompong Charn, namese on Christmas Day
once the nation's third biggest launched another major ofcity on the river and road fensive and were making deep
routes to the northeast.
penetrations into northeast
The United Front, led by and east central Cambodia.
Cambodian Communists who He appealed to foreign
have broken with the regime governments and hUnited
in Phnom Penh, announced Nations for help.
earlier that its forces captured
Deputy Prime Minister Ieng
the town of Kratie on Satur- ,Sary charged on Tuesday that
day, another Mekong town on toviet pilots were flying for

Drug, Bootlegging Hearing Set

`---J
HALO
SHAMPOO

MYLANTA
LIQUID
ANTACID

of the Cambodian wegle who
it says want to gel rid of a
that
has
government
slaughtered hundreds of
thousands of the Cambodian
and
has been
people
responsible for widespread
,
hunger and disease.

ROSE
MILK

11 9Z.

\

SKIN CREAK
REG OR UNSCENTED

GREAT VALUE

12 OZ.
ONLY!

arrested Thursday night in a
drug raid in which authorities
said they confiscated 80
of
pounds
suspected
maltuaha.
Meanwhile, a hearing has
been set Thursday for Charles
A. Shumate, 34, who is
charged with possession and
sale of alcohol. Authorities
said they confiscated 70 cases
of beer and 100 bottles of
liquor in that raid.

80Z.

lot.._

G.E WHITE

LICHT BULBS
4PK

SALE ENDS
JAN 8

4/1.25

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

BEGLEY'S
DRUG

STORES

,CHARMIN

NEW!
METAMUCIL

BATHROOM
TISSUE
6 ROLL PR. ‘`ASST COLORS

ORANGE FLAVOR
A NATURAL
VEGETABLE
LAXATIVE
MADE FROM
GRAIN

BAYER
COLD TABLETS

Beauty Soap

9

50 TABLETS251

EVERYREADY

COVER GIRL

SgeER
NNL
SOCKS
COLON
545•1
400.5
4.45,

ALL
SHADES
LOOKS WET
EVEN
WHEN DRY

TRIAMINICIN

BATTERIES

NAIL
SLICKS

FOR RELIEF OF NASAL
CONGESTION AND
HEADACHE DUE TO
COMMON COLD

SIZE C AND D

VIDAL
SASSOON

2/79
PACKAGE OF 24

1.49 n

PROTPEIN PAC

54.44544

WINDWIEIREGLCOVER

4.11.
44444

99c
WINDSHIELD
WASHER
ANTI-FREEZE

97c

•6" LADIES COMBS

194

•SPUEEZE COIN HOLDER
194
OR CHANGE PURSE
•ADDRESS BOOK

194

DONKEY
•TOOTHPICK HOLDER

794

•COLORING BOOKS

GERITOL

MEGA VITAMINS
60 TABLETS
HIGH POTENCY
VITAMIN IRON
FORMULA

2/194

:PLASTIC DUST PAN

194

'MAGNETIC MEMO
HOLDERS

79 c

• JUSTIN CAN OPENER

79 41

•SEW AND STITCH
NEEDLE BOOK

194

FIXODENT
DENTURE
CREAM
Via oz.

.
BOItX

2.79

Join Begley's Senior Citizen Savings Plan
If you are 60 years of age or older you are eligible. Stop by
our store today and fill out an application. Save an additional
10% on our already low prescription prices.
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Robert Joseph Thornton arrived at 4:32 a.m. on Monday,Jan. 1, at the Murray-Caikrway-County Hospital to be the first baby
torn here in 1979. He is shown being held by his mother, Mrs. Ronnie Thornton, whie the father looks on. The parents reside at
Route 8, Box 582, Murray, and have one daughter, Ronnica Marie, 3, born Sept. 21, 1975. The new baby weighed 8 pounds 6
ounces and measures 20'6 inches. The father is employed at the General Tire and Rubber Company, Mayfield. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Thornton of Hamlin and Mrs. Eris Carter of Murray Route 6. Great-grandparents are My. and Mrs.
Wavel Outland of Memphis,Tenn.

_

A $10.00 Gift Certificate

6th Month Baby Picture

from our Baby Department
for Mr. or Miss 1979

ALLISON'S

CGarftids,s&

by CURTIS & MAYS, MURRAY
101 main street - murray, kentuciv

Court Sq.

Downtown

42071

102-7;1-7160

$20 Savings Account

-

For Mr. or Miss 1979

3 Cases of Baby Food

Ten Silver Dollars

For Mr. or Miss 1979
Murray Branch
1300 Johnson Blvd
759-1234

Silver Plated Cup
OR

Educator Spocin ac Fork
for the First Baby of 1979
Compliments of

5th 8 Walnut

753-8302

Gift Certificate
for
Miss or Mr. 1979
Children's Fashions

1st Pair of Baby Shoes
For Mr. or Miss 1979

I]

ors

MGM
To The Parents of
Mr. or Miss 1979

slr Worth
of Merchandise
To Mr. or Miss 1979

nun_

2-Catfish Dinners

For Mr. or Miss 1979

Mr. or Miss 1979

For The Parents of

12th P. ()hse

0

10 Piece
Chicken Box

A Sayings Account
Now Open

Shoe Store

For Mr. or Miss 1979

7,1.9181

2 Dinners Of Choice
For The Parents Of

Miss or Mr. 1979
Oirripic Plaza

BURGER
QUEEN

To Miss or Mr. 1979
One Case

Gerber Strained
Baby Food
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WITH $10.00 OR MORE
ADDITIONAL PORCNASE
EXCLUDING DAIRY & TOBACCO

BEANS

ISA BAKE-N-SERVE

KIDNEY BEANS
TABLE RITE
QUARTERED

SPAGHETTI

=SIZE 4/896

SHOWBOAT

SPAGHETII RINGS
PURINA

CHOW
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JMA A

NORTHSIDE
6-10
6-12 Fri.
Mon-Thurs. two Sat.
Closed Sunday
-

U.S. CHOICE

WHOLE

FRYERS

STEAK
SLICED

FIELDS

BEEF LIVER

6
LB 59

BONELESS

ROUND STEAK

LB. $159

TIP

FRESH LEAN

33

HALF OR WHOLE

PORK
LOIN

•

ROUND STEAK

$r

FREEZER SPECIAL

Apr

RUMP
ROAST
'Boneless Top

LB.

LI.

•

c

CHILI ROLL..............

$209 GROUND HMO....

BONELESS SIRLOIN

IMINELESS

45

Li

CUT UP FREE
risorni, 1141111 , CALASOLL

PRODUCE SECTION

BONELESS HEEL-0-ROUND

POT ROAST .
RED U.

TENDERIZED

CUM STEAK

Ll.

TillOES

WHOLE (Includes Thigh)

RED

IADISHES
SWEET

LEq;
PATTIES

LB.

IGA 16 OZ. vAnNEll NAM
EA

MR. FRITTER CHUCKWARON

STEAKS

140Z.

±LUCH MEATS

PKG.

$1"
29

59

OSCAR MAYER SOUTHERN STYLE

PORK
SAUSAGE

31
29c
89c
2 49c

Quso

PF INEAPPLE
BANANAS
NABISCO

....... . EA.

LB.

\

9.111110KERS
BOX

LB.

...

59$

d.

/DR
YOURDAY

SUMS COUPOIS
II
II\

AF

irSAUSAGE
T aiirlu
i
THIN SLICED

GRIP STEAK

" $189

La 139

SUPER
COUPON

I
RAICRS
CIsci
In

10

I
c
1 Li.110;F:}1

Iranian Demonstrators Besiege
Calif. Mansion Of Shah's Mother
Mina Azad, a spokeswoman
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
(AP) —
Hundreds of for the protesters, said there
rockthrowing demonstrators would be morr demonchanting "Death to the shah" strations. "We're going to
besieged a hillside mansion demonstrate as long as they
occupied by the mother and (the shah's family) are here.
sister of the Shah of Iran, We're nor going to let them
torching two cars and setting steal frbm the Iranian people
and then come here and live in
at least a dozen fires.
Neither the princess nor her peace,"she said.
At least 35 demonstrators
mother was injured. Los
Angeles police said late were injured, two seriously, in
Tuesday night that the queen the bloody confrontation
mother was moved from the Tuesday, as chanting Iranians
their
supporters
house to an undisclosed and
location under heavy escort repeatedly tried to storm the
after the disturbance. The home and were driven back by
whereabouts of the princess police using clubs, highpressure fire hoses and tearwas not known.

ACROSS
1 Girl's name
4 Banquet
9 African antelope
• 12 Hindu cymbals
19 Earlier
14 Lubricate
15 Be present
17 Vacillate
19 Peruvian
. mountains
21 Weaken:,
Abbr.
22 Flock
24 Steal
26 Shelter
29 Desert features
.
3/: Nod
-' 33 Letter
34 Pronoun
35 Obstruct
37 Chatter
39 State: Abbr
40 Dry, as wine
12 Canine.
44 Hinder
46 30g
- 48 Existed
x 50 Tunes
-. 51 Tint
. ,53 Fewest
55 Threefold
58 Snicker
61 Comparative
ending
62 Besom
64 Song
65 Cobbler
66 Merits
67 Prior to
DOWN
1 Greek letter
..2 Large tub
1 Tables
'•

4 Doting
5 Church official
6 Want —
7 Stitch
8 Walked
9 Glass
10 Nothing
11 Rubber tree
16 Finished
18 Speck
20 Cry.
22 Raise
23 Diner
25 Marsh
27 At no time
OTIO
28 Rips
amount
30 Mournful
.47 Vat
32 SERIN

OUCD DOM COO
COCO CCM CDR
MONO BU MOO
[MU LUOCL
WOODOBOU on

throwing placards and dry
gas.
Department brush onto the fires while
Sheriff's
spokesman Chet Bellew said chanting "Death to the shah."
"It was like a cembatzone,"
five or six demonstrators were
Beverly Hills Police Capt.
said
of
investigation
arrested for
Tracy. "Once they got to
various charges, including Lee
of the residence,they
front
the
oflaw
on
assault
arson and
began throwing rocks and
ficers.
at officers behind the
The demonstrators carried sticks
They
stormed the gate
gates.
death
the
*Cards railing for
broke the lock and conof Shah Mohammad Reza and
throwing missiles at
Pahlavi and an end to U.S. tinued
the officers. They turnedkover
support of his reign.
driveway and set it
Several policemen were a car in the
became
more and
and
afire
none
injured in the melee,
violent."
more
seriously.
- -Some police officers drew
-At one point, dozens of their pistols during the
screaming demonstrators disturbanceobut no shots were
surged past a large gate and fired. About 100 sheriff's
battled with helmeted officers deputies were called to aid
in the driveway of the home Beverly Hills police.
The shah's sister, Princess
before retreating amid clot.
owner of the house,
dams,
a
behind
leaving
gas,
of tear
burning police car. The and her ailing 90-year-oh!
protesters started at least a mother, Tadj Ul Moluk, were
dozen qther fires on the inside the Mansion during the
hillsides around the mansion, melee.
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LEXINGTON, Ky. 1AP) — other evil spirits prowled the
and
"Christmas comes but once a earth
manifested
year" is offered as an excuse_ themselves in animals,
for all kinds of over- causing them to groan and fall
indulgence during thetioliday--- upon their knees, calling on
the Christ Child for-protection.
Sidgicat
49
36 Cut Old Christmas also may
57 Eon
38 Animal
two
stem
are
from Epiphany, an
there
Appalachia
59 Lug
4t Stick to
ancient Christian festival
'Christmases.
60 Grain
43 Four qts.
63 Conjunction
One, on Dec. 25, is for celebrated on the 12th day
45 Small
people. The other, on Jan.6,is after Christmas.
4 5 6 7 8
1 2 3
In
firesent
,
for animals.
Christian
The second event is known tradition, Epiphany has a
la
12 11
13
as "Old Christmas," and three-fold 1--neaning: the
IS
le
UM
17lull
legend has it that strange adoration of the Magi, the
things happen the night. baptism and the Cana
1-9
ki
id
miracles.* • •
before.
24
The three events supposedly
Elder bushes and Christinas--thorns- are said to --burst-into---oeeured on the same date but in different years.
bloom,
ill
ia
37
36
Animals of all kinds get
44
45
il
41
lUl
42 143
down on their knees and pray.
FUNERAL FLOWERS ,
.49
The origin of the second
LONDON (AP) -I Five
47
AS
allUUU
I
gl
Christmas is in doubt, but person in East Lot
51
eluding a florist and a
settle folklore specialists think
II
Mu
"
57
it may have originated with crematorium attendant, have
early Teutonic people who been charged with stealing
4
62
ill
regarded the season as a about ;300-worth of wreaths ,
't
fearful tlinetotrat061.
and floral cushions front
'
They believed demons and funerals.

egg
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2. NOTICE
FOR WATKINS Products,
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th., onone753-3124.

SOME (fEARS AGO,I
ENGAGED PASSAGE FROj
CRARLESTON TO 14S...
Cirq OF NEW

5LUGGO , THE
-WEATHERMAN SAYS
THIS RAIN IS
COM1ICIG-TN-1-1-‹ UM
THE NORTH

ADVANCE PUBLIC NOTIFICATION OF
BY THE COUNTY OF CALLOWAY TO FILE A COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT SMALL
CITIES PREAPPLICATION UNDER PROVISIONS
OF TITLE I OF THE HOUSING & COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1974, AS AMENDED.
The primary goal of the Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) program is the development of
viable communities through the provision of decent
housing, economic opportunities and a suitable living
.environment principally for persons of low and
moderate incomes. In order to achieve this goal, the
I U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
I(HUD) makes available 100% grants on a competitive
basis to cities of under 50,000 population and rural
counties throughout Kentucky.
Pursuant to 24CFR 570,431 and the County of
Calloway's desire to inform all interested citizens of
the opportunity which exists for participation in the
formulation and subsequent fitudivition of a preenplication request to HUD. public hearings are
scheduled for 7:30 p.m., Jan. 3, 1979, Dexter community center and 7:30 p.m., Jan. 17, 1979, Dexter community center.
Activities which may be undertaken with CDBG
financial support are wide ranging in nature but mint
be consistent with one or more of the to
program objectives: (1) support realistic and
tamable strategies for expanding low and moderate income housing opportunities; (2) promote &concentration of lower-income housing;(3) peonolmosc
rational land use; (4) provide increased acasaapleap
portunities for low and moderate income persons; (5)
correct deficiencies in public facilities which affect the
public health or safety, especially of low and moderate
income persons. Further details concerning" specific
eligible activities will be discussed upon request at the
forthcoming public hearings.
,There are two separate grant programs provided by
CDBG Small Cities Federal regulations - Single Purpose and Comprehensive. A Single Purpose program
will provide funds for one or more projects designed to
meet a specific community development need in the
areas of housing, deficiencies in public facilities which
affect the public health and safety, or economic conditions. A Comprehensive program must meet all of
the following criteria: (I)address a substantial portion
of the identifiable community development needs
within a defined concentrated area; (2) involve two or
more activities that bear a relationship to each other
rt or necessity are
and which either in
manner; (3) have
carried out in a coo
beneficial impact within a reasonable period of time;
(4)be developed through sunseament of the applicant's
community development, housing, and economic
need& ---- - --- -- The Area Office of HUD his established for Fiscal
Year 1979 maximum grant amount of $500,000.00 for
Single Purpose programs and $1,000,000.00 for Comprehensive programs.
Citizens are encouraged to offer suggestions and
proposals concerning potential CDBG activities and
projects for Deiter/Almo. Written propOSaLs will be
accepted before Jan. 24, 1979. Please forward to: Gale
Readel, Calloway County Judge Ex. Office, P. 0. Box
350, Murray, Ky.'42071, 753-0799. Proposals will be
responded to within 15 working days of receipt by the
county.
Additional program information, including a summary of the CW Small Cities Program, March 1,
1978 CDBG Small Cities Program Federal regulations,
and a citizen participation plan are available for public
inspection during the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
at:Calloway County Judge Ex. office, P. 0. Box 350,
Murray,Ky. 42071,753-0799.
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BAILEY
ZERO, I OWE
YOU A DOLLAR,
DON'T I?...

DARN' I'M

STILL BROKE.
I REALLY WANTED TO
PAY YOU TODAY, TOO

YOU WANT ME TO
LEND YOU A DOLLAR
SO YOU CAN PAY ME?

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before

CMOS* LET'S HAVE IT/ /
WHAT'S YOUR E,XCUSE

BOSS,1 DONT EVEN KNOW
WHAT YOU'RE TALKING
ABOUT/

489-2414
Airport
753-9332
Ambulance
7534622
Comp.Care
753-1441
Fire(City)
753-6952
Fire (County)
753-5362
Foster Parents
753-5131
Hospital
Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-8849
759-4141
Humane Soc.
753-2238
Learn To Read
753-NEED
Needllne
753-1792
Parents' Anon.
753-7588
Poison Control
753-1621
Police
7534952
Rescue Squad
753.4929
Senior Citizens
753-3151
Sheriff
1400-5924401
State Pol.
..This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep in handy
near the telephone.
IS EVERYONE
REALLY ENTITLED
TO HIS OWN BELIEF
IN RELIGION? CALL
759-4444 AND ASK
FOR TAPE #154.

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specialty At

Starks Nardware

NEW
BRAND
portable
electric typewriter, Olivetti,
$250
asking
Polaroid
camera, 420, asking $50 Call
753-8937.
•
FOR SALE: 1963 six cylinder
Chevrolet motor. Call after 5
pm,436-5651.

CARTER
PNOTOSRAPKIC
STIMIO
'Weddings
*Portraits

753-$2111
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
Calloway
person,
Manufacturing --- Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.
FULL TIME and part time
help for day shifts and night
shifts. No phone calls please
Burger Queen, Murray.
HELP WANTED, for two
Representatives to represent
large Kentucky Corporation.
We have been located in your
area for more than thirty
21,
age
Over
years.
school
high
minimum
initial
graduate, three month
training program. Excellent
fringe benefits. No overnight
travel. If you feel you
247-6867,
call
qualify,
Mayfield, Monday through
Friday,8:30 am to 4 pm.
WANTED. CarHELP
penter's helper. $4 per hour,
cash. Call 753-8549.
TEXAS REFINERY Corp.
offers plenty of money plus
cash bonuses, fringe benefits
to mature individual in
Murray area. Regardless of
experience, write H-.J Pate,
President, Texas Refinery
Corp., Box 711, Fort Worth,
TX. 76101. •
USED CAR dealer needs
good detel man. Call collect
(504) 924-6203.
WANTED: NIGHT manager
and day cook for Hickory Hut
Barbeque. 753-8370.
WOMAN TO do alterations.
Apply in person. No phone
calls please. Murray Taller
Shop.
WAITRESSES WANTED for
evening and weekend shift at
Big Joe's and Colonial
House. Apply in person at
Colonial House. No phone
calls please

EXPERIENCED DAY care
teacher, wants to keep 4
preschoolers. Home env iroment provided. Interviews arranged on Saturdays. Call 753-2896. Monday
through Friday.
Carson's
SALE:
FOR
Grocery store, good location
in Kirksey. For information
call 489-2519 and leave your
phone number.
TRAVEL AGENT wanted.
for
opportunity
Exciting
travel agent with experience
needed to open agency in
Mayfield area. Must satisfy
ACT requirements. Liberal
salary
benefits
with
negotiable. Apply to P.O.
KY
42066.
Box 381, Mayfield,
All resumes will be highly
confidential.

4wi ere sew writing irtsartsive•
am feeble hewn, wit* 3 AC
hewn osespeowes. for best
nein coned Wilson lesweece sod Reel [shoe, 302
N.1216 - 753-3241,
1

15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ANTIQUES
FOR ‘sale
Walnut marble top dresser
and bed, all kinds of brass,
Nippon dishes, old bottles,
beer bottles, old books,
antique jewelry. 753-8694

FIR SALE
White portable dishwasher made by Riper
is heed condition,
$111. Call 163-5322 after COO pa.

ELECTROLUX Sales and _
Service in Paducah call 1443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.
FOR SALE: Used Singer
sewing machine, zig-zag, all
regular attachments, sews
perfect, fully guarenteed,
full cash price, $3950. Call
Martha Hopper, 354.6521.

FOR SALE: used high
back piano. Approx.60
years old, in good condition, needs tuning,
$150. Call 753-5322 after 4:00p.m.
CONN TRUMPET and case
for sale, excellent condition.
Pr icedto sell. Call 753-0806.

Kelley's Termite
"
9219011)1
CAR BATTERIES 24 month
guaranteed, $22.88, 36 month
guaranteed, 80 amp, $26.99
and 60 month gauranteed,
$34.99. Wallin
Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
FIREWOOD,
mostly'
hickory. Cutting near New
- Coneorct. $17.50 a-rick and up.
Call 637-4228.
FOR SALE: • Twin mat- •
tresses, excellent condition.
Call 753-2911.
ROCKWELL ELECTRIC
miter saw. New, in box 7533129.
WOOD FOR sale
Will
deliver. 437-4617.
ZENITH QUADRAPHON1C-.--and 4 speakers, 5250. 753-8424
after 5 pm.
1972, TWO BEDROOM, gas,
furnished, very nice. 753-4014
or 753- 1877.
1974
12'
X
60' TWO
BEDROOM
trailer, all
electric, furnished, central
air, underpinned'and storage
building
Located at Fox
Meadows Trailer Courts.
CAll 247-7386 after 4 pm.

NEW 12' X 60', two bedroom
mobile home. 753-2377.
SHOPPING CENTER next.
to Murray State University'
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3015
after 5 pm.

FOS BOIT
Commercial
space
on
southside of court-square.
m
Formerly Children's
now available. For
details contact, Don Overby,
Morn:y.753-1M.

EXTRA
NICE. All tOnveniences, carport, no pets.
References and one year
lease required. 753-0291.
FOR RENT: Furnished
apartment in New Concord.
560 per month. Call 436-2427. TWO
BEDROOM,
un-_ _
furnished apartment.
Appliances are furnished.
Cail after 4.30 pm, 753 3
,
165 Or
759-1233.
ROOM FOR RENT in large .
house, fully furnished, in..
cluding washer and dryer.
blocks from University. Sa:
per month, all utilities furnished. 436.2411.
SLEEPING
ROOMS,,
electric heat, private en. •
trance
Refrigerator.:
Zimmerman Apartments, $
16th St, 753-6609.

r.

FOR
RENT: Furnished,
small, two bedroom house
near University. Call 753
5375.

12th & Poplar
753-1=7
FREE PARKING'

(X COURSE!
CAN'T WAIT
TO TELL HIM
OUR TRADMONS
TALES OF HIS
ANCEVTORS,
HID SECRETS
OF THE SKULL
)

r

or.
Advertls•ri
requested to chock the
Wet Insertion of ocls for
This
corr•cflon
b•
will
newspaper
,for only one_
reeporn,b1
leCerrett IttserHon ANY
SE
SHOULD
ERROR
IMREPORTED
MEDIATELY SO, PLEASE
AD
YOUR
CHECK
CAREMELY AND NOTWY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
, Of AMIPRO

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
Society and
753-1918
Retail Display advertising 753,1919
Classified Display,
Classified,
Circulation and the.
Business Office may
be reached on 753-•
1916dnd7,53-1917
News,

Sports

.

The Department of Finance of Kentucky
desires to lease approximately 336 net square
feet of office space to be located in Murray Kentucky. Space must be available for occupancy on
or before January 31, 1979.
Persons having property of this nature should
submit a written proposal to the Bureau of
Public Properties, Room N101, New Capitol Paine:, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601; no later than
2:00 p.m. E.S.T. Friday, January 12, 1979. At this
time, all proposals received will be pubttely
opened and read. Lease Requisition Number PR2286 should be clearly marked on the outside envelope of each proposal submitted. For any additional Information concerning Lease
Requisition Number PR-2266, contact the
Leasing Section by calling (502)564-4313.
Property must be approved by the office of the
State Fire Marshal, meet OSHA and handicapped accessibtlfty specifications, as well as
eidsthig applicable building codes.
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OLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

able
yetti,
Innis!
Call

36. R ENT OR LEASE

0

0

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

rider
ter 5

0
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
AP-4758

Waldrop Realty
I n Business
,
Since I95
Z534446.

.37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP
12 pigs, 9 weeks
-orb, ef pounds each. Call 434,5454.
lg. PE-TS-SUPPLIES.

k_on sm.ej

SUDSBURY
- PARK

mow
a. ail
sews

•

iteed,
Call

TON,
Call

Deg grooming, located
Is Murray. Call 7594140. Monday through
Friday, 9 tal 5.

..,_,111MIINIMMIIIIMIN1111118111116.
TREEIN WALKER Hound
pups for sale. 3 months old.
Excellent blood line. UKC
registered. Phone 436.5650.
41. PUBLIC SALES
RUMAGE SALE. Tuesday
through Sunday on 444 East
• of New Concord, second
gravel road on the left, 1 mile
to brick house.

af-

]
60

case
.lion.
06.

43. REAL ESTATE

Ainley Auction &
Realty Sales
COL.*Villa SMUT
Auctioneer RealtorAppraiser
-- Ph:rtanasoss 479-3713
Sklathrtitun Tenn.

•

ma:
ProfessionaLServices
With The F'nendly Touch"

B.V. DUPLEX . . .
Each side has 2
bedrm., living rm.,
kitchen sic bath - Central gas heat - central
air. New carpeting &
new
refrigerators,
plus stoves. In Excellent Condition. 100 x
125 Ft. lot located in
Westwood Sub. MID
40's. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

istly
New
Kt up.

mat.
'Mon.

-

Cut the cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate,insulate
Blown in or Batts
Type I, Clais A,
TVA approved insulation
•Free Estimates.

TRIC
."753Will

I-8424

Phone 753-6403 or 753-1791

Barry Rose
I sulation Co.

FIVE ACRES inside city
limits. Ideal for commercial
or apartment project. If you
have been thinking about a
business project and you
need and this is ideal. The
cost of this property is less
than some commerical lots.
Call the NELSON SHROAT
CO., REALTORS.759-1707.

PARKER
FORD
Your Volume DeAler
7S34.171

o

1979 Lilted Feature Syndicate. Inc.

"11"/
9 A GOOD DAY FOR DRIVING.
NO JO&GERS ON THE ROAD."
43. REAL ESTATE
COUNTRY AIR and Sunshine. Tlf It Ts country living
you are looking for, let us
show you this 55 acre farm, a
beautiful building spot to
build your dream house, 2
acres of bottom land. We also
have a farm that has
everything you want, corn,
grain bins, dark fired and
burley tobacco, creek, 8650
per acre. Do you want to see
for yourself? Call now! 7531442. offered by LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS.

•"r"
KOPPERUD

BOYD-MAl
REAL ESTA 753-8080

Realty

753-1222

-Professional Services ,
With The Friendly Touch"

"Purse" Duality
Choice 3 bedroom, 2
bath home that is
"neat as a pin" inside
ellent
and out.
well-built. •li w home
• n cornthat
pletelji,"-redecorated
and 'renovated.Located in a quiet
neighresidential
borhood. Priced to sell
fast at only $25,000.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 7534222 for
courteous and competent real estate service.

MOVE RIGHT IN . ..
No delay in putting
your family in this
comfortable 3 or 4
bedroom home located
on a large lot in
cellent neighborhood.
Home has 1 baths,
all appliances, large
closets & many other
extras. PRICED TO
SELL! Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

R for
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1111 Sycam ore
753-7531
7534101
:

NOTICE

South 12th at Sy carricms
TELEPHONE 7511851

Highway 280 is the
location of this two
bedroom
home
situated
on
approximately
three
acres of land. Franklin
fireplace, range and
carpet. Easy access to
schools. Owner would
consider government
loan or possibly some
private
financing.
;22,500.00.
FIRST TIME . in Murray ,
Free moving van for local
.moves. Courtesy moving van
is available for our clients.
'List with us, purchase with
'us. We really move our
:sales! For information call
753.1492,
offered
by
'LORETTA
JOBS
'REALTORS.

*1979 Dodge Diplomat 4 door - air,
power, cruise, lots of room, good
gas mileage - a real value - price
reduced to 66450.00 - Stock No.
1323.
*1979 Plymouth Volare - air, power,
slant six engine for mileage and
durability - reduced to $5850.00 Stock No. 1298.
*1979 Dodge Omni - front wheel
drive, air, automatic, lots of room
and lots of miles per gallon - you'll
love this car for the reduced price
of $5225.00.

KOPPERUD
Reeky
7S3-1222

We plan to make this our best January ever by
dealing like never before. Remember, any
reasonable offer will be accepted. Plenty of
money available for on the spot financing with
up to 48 mo. to pay.

Jim Fain Motors

••

nee

810 Sycamore

753-0832

Murray, Ky.

Ma* Me.753-3066
Ti.Nanidea 7534•74
irk* Meta 753.3043
Alez Mct.sd 753.1575
753-3363
I2Ik Street

'The Gas Savers"

Murray
Datsun, Inc.
604 So. 126 St.

1978 REGAL. 14,000 miles,
power, air, tilt, AM-FM
stereo tape player, excellent
condition. Best reasonable
offer. 247-2632.
.50. USED TRUCKS
DEAL!!
Owner 1974 CHEVROLET SCOTLETS
drive,
leaving town wants quick TSDALE, 4-wheel
air and power.
sale. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, automatic,
Goodyear
(one has sunken tub), all Can be seen at
Glendale or
furniture and appliances Store, 12th and
pm,7
53-8403.
after
5
call
stay. Close to the lake, priced
in the teens. Call and lets 1972 CHEVROLET PICKdeal today. Call 753-1492 or UP. V-8, automatic with air,
offered
753-2249,
by extra good mechanically.
474-2347.
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS.
1964 FORD PICKUP, shock
wheel base, good condition,
also 1973 RD 350 Yamaha,.
good condition. Call 753-6527
after 4:30 pm.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Southside Couri Square

Murray, Kentucky

753

1.

53. SERVICES OFFERED

sp. SERVICES OFFERED

ROOFING,
excellent
references
Call
753-1486
betskeen 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask fdr Shelley.
TREE TRIMMING and
removal
Free estimates.
Call after 5 pm,436-2294.

NEED fREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service, Call George
Landoll, 753-8170.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson 753 7149
after 6 Pm

WET
BASEMENT? We-make wet basements dry,
work completely guaranteed Call or write Morgan
Construction CO., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1442.7026.

WALLIS DRUG

527.1469 153-9625
CAJt106. COPE,
BROKER

209 Walnut Street

NEW OFFICE liOVIS,

- ..

Monday-FridAv 7:30-Noon

.

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
MCI SHAVE $1.25

PRICE NAIR CUT $1.511

For hospital I house calls please call 751-3685 one
day in advanc*.

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

2 trador-trailer loads vinyl. Etono-vinyl,
12 ft. width, $2.38 sq. yd.
Famous Armstrong, G.A.F. & Congoleum
in 6,9 & 12 ft. width, $3.50 sq. yd.
Some 15 ft. width for $3.95 sq. yd.
-Also super vinyl, real heavy, compare at
49.95; MY price 55.95 sq. yd.
Vinyl tile, 6 colors, $2.50 sq. yd.,
while it lasts.
9x12 linoleum
$11.95
12112 linoleum. . • • . . $24.95
12x15 linoleum
.. . $29.96
1111
$24.958,1
Rocker Wks
IN SOW'S'
PS

N

$12.95

Lots MontSemI',Ahead ,
I
IP* year track; NO LAYAWAYS-.e met bald it.

DISCOUNT BUILDING MATERIAL
,141 mile tram Hazel, Ky. gig
yet

44ra•to 5,8 days a Week - No

FREE

20 NILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of-.,
fices, cottages, mobile home od•ons, and patios, or U..
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24*
x 60. Buy the best for less.

*PRESCRIPTIONS
•HOSPiTAt-SUPPLIES EQR RENT AND SALE
el/ARING BRANDS QE COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

op Jr-

NORIBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

Start- The Now Tsar
In Your New obits Homo

4trisez

*1979 Dodge Van - air, power, lots
of extras - extra sharp van,
$1000.00. Off - Stock No. 1322.

WILSON
4 Wreak 2 bael brick ebb
baessest, Central pas
beet NOW air, 2 fireplaces,
reword= roma,2*.wen.
mat I walk-in baseasest, 2
acne, Located N. 1616

1973 AUDI, 4-door, AM-FM,
sun roof, automatic, new
radials, good condition.
$1695. Call 1-901,593-3907, Big
Sandy, TN.
DART.
1965
DODGE
motor.
Very
Excellent
resonable price. Call 7537699.
1971 FORD LTD,4-door, H.T.
automatic, double power and
air,5600. 1967 Buick LeSabre,
4 door, good condition 1350
Phone 1-354-6717.
1972 MUSTANG. Silver, low
mileage. Excellent condition. 753-9624.

1972 MODEL CHENYNE
deluxe Chevrolet les ton
pickup truck. One owner, full
power with air, in perfect
condition. Can be seen at 641
Super Shell, S 12th St. across
from Jerry's Restaurant.
SI. CAMPERS
FOR SALE: Avion traVel
trailer. 25 ft. 1968 model.
Good condition AC, stereo,
tape deck. Cell 354-6561 after
6 pm.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
(WATS STORAGE. $10 per
n'tonth and up. Call 436-2787
after 5 pm.
19 FOOT SKI barge. 50
horsepower motor, $2000.
753-8428.
53. SERVICESOFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS 4. Son
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters,'and roofing. Call 1
395-4967 or 1 362-4895.
tARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489 2774.
CARPENTER WORK, small.
or large jobs. Call 437 41560
and if no answer, 41.17-4670. ,
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your ,
needs.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears continuous goiters
installed
per - your
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic insulation and foam-in
place
urea formalehyde.
Free
estimates,
no
obligation.
Kentucky.
Tennessee InsCHat8M, R1.7,
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071..
(502) 435-4527.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas Installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753.0605.

UPS

It's cold outside and so are new car sales, but
we plan on warming things up with these new
car specials from JIM FAIN MOTORS. All
reasonable offers will be accepted.
*1979 Cordoba: - 4 in stock - Each
61000.00 Off.
*1979 Dodge St. Regis - cruise control, tilt wheel, AM/FM radio, power,
air, other extras, $1000.00 Off stock No. 1326
1979 Dodge St. Regis - cruise control, tilt wheel, AM/FM radio, power,
air, other extras - sharp - be sure to
see this one. 61000.00 Off - Stock
No. 1331.

43 REAL ESTATE

I
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Sell Yew Fars
through KOPPERUD
REALTY, 711 Main.
We have had many
inquiries regarding all
types of farm land and
acreage tracts. If you
have a farm or
acreage tract to sell,
contact us at 753-1222.
Also if you have been
wanting to purchase
acreage,contact us for
an update on proper_ ties listed for sale in
Calloway County. We
at
KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of
Real Estate Service.
Phone us

Gene &WillJo's
Flowers
Be Closed
Beginning Wed., Jan. 3rd

0

0

/111-1122

TWO BEDROOM mobile
2 acre lot located 2
miles southeast of Murray.
incnocies 2 car garage, pavea
drive, tool shed, fire place,
central heat and air and
more. Will finance. Call 753
8355.

home on

b

Kt? PPERUD

U. USED TRUCK'S

49. USED CARS

1

ADORABLE,
AFFORDABLE
AND
AVAILABLE - Immediate occupancy on
this energy-efficient,
tri-level home with
central gas heat,
.fireplace in den, and
attractive corner lot
location • on quiet
residential street. Lots
of home for the money.
Priced in the $50's.
PHONE KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222. We
are members of the
Multiple Listing Service.

TD-MAJ
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

I

From

Protesuonal Services
With The Friendly Touch"

OFF WITH THE OLD
& ON WITH THE
NEW . . Tastefully
decorated 3 Br. home,
shag carpeting, electric heat, living rm.,
dining rm., kitchen
w/range, refrigerator,
disposal. 21
/
2 acres,
barn, great for horses.
FIRST TIME OFFERED AT $32,900.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
LETS GET to the point! That
is this excellent lake front lot
located on a point in Croppie
Hollow. Yours for only
$10,600 DONALD R TUCKER
REAL-TOR 753-4342.
45. FARMS FOR SALE
30 ACRES GOOD productive
farm land. Long highway
frontage with good building
sights. 8 miles southwest of
Murray 492-8502 after 6 pm.
APPROXIMATELY
50
acres, Tennessee side of the
state line road, two miles
West of Hazel. Level, rich
beautiful farm. Good well,
electric pump,. Small farm
house with bath. Small tract
under
balance
timer
cuitivatin. This is a once in a
and
lifetime opportunity
won't last long. Immediate
possession. Rex Jones. 316
Colonial Road, Knoxville, TN
37920. Phone 1615)577.1834
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY BUILDER: New, energy
house,
brick
saver
built
livingroom, custom
handcrafted cabinets in
kitchen and utility, 2 full
ceramic tie baths with tubs
and showers and marble top
Family room,
vanities
covered porch, 3 bedrooms, 2
blocks from University Wall
to wall carpet, 82 gallon
quick recovery hot water
heater, garbage disposal,
storm windows, heat puerto,
double installation in walls,
floors, and ceilings, chan
double
wide
delier,
Shown by ap
driveway
pointment only. John 0
Pasco,753 5791 or 753 2649.
FOR SALE or rent: 5
house
bedroom
with
fireplace in livingroom,
nook,
kitchen, brdakfast
/
2 baths, Q8S
family MOT, 11
heat. For appointment call
Pasco,
753-5791
or 753
John
2640.
FOR SALE by owner:
bedroom brick, 1 ierge bath,
fireplace tri den, big utility
and garage New dutch barn
V.A loan, low 50's in
100
Puryear, TN. 747 5587

Morris
Mobile
Home Inc.
of Benton,Ky.

Save Hundreds of dollars during the
1st of the year clearance sale
Over 100 Homes in Stock
To Choose From In
12& 14 wide and double wides

There is no tight money at Morris. We have
local bank financing available.
Now is the time to buy, Morris is the place, the
money is available, the price the lowest ever
and the selection better than ever.
See

Jerry Morris or George Stovall
527-8322
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Comic Strip In 30th Year

Leatt-Known Of Peanuts 'Characters' Is Its Creator Schulz

By BARRY RENFREW
while cuddling his security
Associated Press Writer
blanket; Lucy, Linus' crabby
NEW YORK iATh - When sister whom one reviewer
in 1969 the United States sent a enthusiastically described as
manned spacecraft to within a, -bitch goddess;' and
10 miles of the moon, the Snoopy,
the
most
Apollo 10 mother ship was sophisticated of hounds, who
named after a comic-strip recently replaced the Van
character_ named Charlie Gogh in his palatial dog house
Brown and its lunar module with arrAndrew Wyeth.
after Charlie's dog Snoopy.
But perhaps the most inNobody raised objections. teresting and least known of
Charlie Brown and Snoopy, the Peanuts characters is its
the winsome heros of Peanuts, creator Charles Schulz, whose
were an American institution, - views on life are often bleak
And this week they- __and who bases Peanuts on the
celebrate the beginning of premise that failure is funnier
their comic strip's 30th year than success.
with a CBS special anSchulz's earliest memories
niversary show.
--are of the great comic strips of
There has never been quite his childhood, and of his
so extraordinary a group as ambition to become a carthe cast of Peanuts - Charlie toonist. His only formal
Brown, the eternal loser; training was a corresponLams
( who spouts,. theology dence_ course through a local

drawing school, supplemented
by years of practice and experimentation.
The result is Peanuts, which
in its every detail reflects
some facet of Schplz's own
personality and.life. Like
Charlie Brown's, his father
was a barber and Schulz once
owned a rather eccentric Aog.
And when you talk to Schulz
it doesn't take long to realize
that he is Charlie Brown,older
and grayer of course, but still
the bemused, worried kid on
the block.
Like hishttle hero, Schulz is
a rather shy, thoughtful man
who has obviously spent much
of his life thinking, thinking
about life and its problems.
"I know what it is to have to.
spend days, evenings and
weekends by myself," he
says, "and I also know how

uncomfortable anxiety Can be.
I worry about almost all there
is in life to.worry about, and
because I worry, Charlie
Brown has to worry."
The Peanuts are far more
than a collection of precocious
kids and fantastic animals.
They are ourselves, grappling
%NMI the daily complexities of
life in a^world that is never
quite reliable and where
triumph, as the Peanuts would
say, is as elusive as catching
snowflakes on your tongue.
Over the past 30 years - in
which tbe strip has grown
from a circulation of eight
American newspapers to one
of 1,750 worldwide, with a
daily following of 90 million
readers - the Peanuts have
struggled with the changing
realities and values of
American life, changing as we

have; but like most of us never
quite sure of what it is all
about. The comic strip is
published in The Murray
Ledger &Times.
••Charlie Brown suffers,
because he is a caricature of
the ordinary person." Schulz
explains. "Most ,of us are
much more acquainted with
losing than we are with
winning. Winning is great but
It isn't funny. While one
person is a happy winner,
there may be a hundred losers
using funny stories to console
themselves."
At the heart of Schulz's art
Is his ability to gently catch
our charms and follies so aptly
that we can only laugh at
ourselves.
Peanuts is above all an
American creation - and one
reason it is now published in 24

foreign countries and has been
the subject of an exhibition at
the Louvre is that it is read as
an expression of the American
character.
The cast's self-conscious
preoccupatiorF and doubt,
their values and attitudes are
those
of
the
modern
American. But much of their
appeal rests on a deeply
sentimental attachment to the
idyllic childhood of the small
American town and the values
of a seemingly happier past.
For 30 years Schulz has
lived daily with the strip,
which he admits rarely leaves
his mind. Some of his ideas
are flashes of inspiration,
others are years in the
making. "It's rather a
mystery to me where some of
the little phrases come from,"
he admits, "and why it is

possible to think of 10 ideas in
one day and not be able to
think of a single one the next."
Schulz has enjoyed the long
years he has spent with
Peanuts
but
wonders
sometimes if he giouldn't try
something new. 4.
"I never feel like I've made
it. I still have to draw
something funny tomorrow.
It's the same burden you had
when you were in school, and
it's Sunday night and you have
an English theme due in the
morning," he says.
Schulz has one particular
joy, attending performances
of the much-produced musical
"You're AtGood Man Charlie
Brown." Sitting unrecognized
in the audience he savors what
the cartoonist's art is all about
-laughter.
And occasionally life

imitates art. Once while
charging something in a store
the clerk, glancing. at his
credit card, asked if he was
THE Charles Schulz. The
delighted woman asked Schulz
to draw her a picture of
Snoopy, which she excitedly
displayed to everyone in the
store. Beaming, she then
turned back to Schulz and
said, "Oh, yes, Mr. Schulz, do
you have, any proof of iden.
tity?"
IRELAND NAMED
WASHINGTON (AP) James D. Ireland Jr. has been
named directqr of the new
opera-musical theater
program of the National
Endowment for the Arts.
Ireland had been acting
director since the program
was created early in 1978.

LIGHT N EASY-

Spray,Steam and Dry Iron

The lightweight iron
you've beep waiting for.

• Light to hold, easy to handle—handles
the same ironing jobs as a heavier iren.
• Cool-touch, break-resistant white outer she41.

BAYER ASPIRIN
1011's

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

Our driving gloves are
knit to be tried!
KNIT
STREET
FASHION ISLE

MEN'S
$343

IN THE AISLE

/ NEW! BIG 1114.1
ROLL4NL_

BAN

Men's PairneO Glove

3.5 01. SAV-RITE'S
LOW
PRICE

$2.98
VALUE
GE makes a oft-White
-bulb for most of your
lighting needs. And
because it's GE you can depend on its value. GE Soft
-White
bulbs. Come in the most popular wattages, including
60, 75, and 100 watts.

2. PRICE

LOW PRICE

CO

That's right, Mom and Dad.
Our comfortable new 100%
Creslan
,
acrylic driving gloves are
just the thing to wheel around
town in. You'll find handsome
variety in your favorite colors right
herrem the store — on Knit Street'
.-"-ur new fashion accessory isle r
the aisle.

SAII-arrEts
LOW PRICE
/Zar.

EX

111101-SYMPTHHE

LADIES
$319

Ladies' Palmed Glove

COLD RELIEVER
- 50 TABLETS

WAITE'S $
LOW
PRICE

1.

WM°.
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--• P•001
.
‘*"..M.
IMO
•
cr
sc'_
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SOW'S

*SMALL
•MEDIUM
*LARGE

PLANTERS
SNACK PACKS

cifirs--

TOIMLIA CHIPS CORN
COKE!SAILS PRETZEL STIR

REG.684.

and
dry or
chafed
skin

FLINTSTONE CHILDR
EN'S
VITAMIN
S
60's
REGULAR
OR
PLUS IRON

88

$1

THERMAL
LAMINATED
' JACKET flitiRgig
$ 514.9
VALUE

Full Zipper $

NOW! 2 FOR

Two Pockets

SAY-RITE'S
LOW
PRICE

Rib Cuffs and Bottom

The

COLLECTION
PHOTO ALBUM
IVORY OR WALNUT

$10.95 VALUE

DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTIONS

INFLATION TAKES A LOT
OUT OF YOUR DOLLAR—
LET OS PUT SOME OF IT BACK.

11A

PRICE

WE DISCOUNT PRICE NOT
QUALITY. WEBB ON US
FOR YOUR HEALTH-CARE NEEDS.

BECAUSE WE CARE.
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